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Abstract 
This document demonstrates the use of the C++ programming language as a simulation tool in 
the efficient pricing of exotic European options. Extensions to the basic problem of simulation 
pricing are undertaken including variance reduction by conditional expectation, control and an-
tithetic variates. Ultimately we were able to produce a modularized, easily extend-able program 
which effectively makes use of Monte Carlo simulation techniques to price lookback, Asian and 
barrier exotic options. Theories of variance reduction were validated except in cases where we 
used control variates in combination with the other variance reduction techniques in which case 
we observed increased variance. Again, the main aim of this half thesis was to produce a C++ 
program which would produce stable pricings of exotic options. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The pricing of exotic options is complex because the risk neutral valuation depends on not only 
the contract end date price of the stock but on the stocks entire price path. New path-dependent 
options are created often and as such efficient and flexible pricing methods are necessary. Nu-
merical and closed form methods are sometimes not only impractical but impossible in the es-
tablishment of exotic option prices. It is the aim of this paper to address this problem and show 
how simulation techniques can be used to effectively deal with the above problem. As well as 
this we wish to produce source code which can be easily implemented, amended and extended. 
1.1 Background 
Before proceeding we discuss points pertinent to the pricing of exotic European options. 
1.1.1 Geometric Brownian Motion 
Firstly, we discuss Geometric Brownian motion which is the behavioural pattern we assume our 
security/stock conforms to. 
Brownian Motion with Drift 
We say that {Xi, t :::: O} is a Brownian motion process with drift coefficient f.L and variance 
parameter 0"2 if 
l. X o = 0, 
2. {X" t:::: O} has stationary and independent increments and, 
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3. X, is nonnally distributed with mean jJt variance t(J2 for each t > 0 (10). 
Now, let present time be time 0 and let Sy denote the price of our stock at a time y from the 
present. We say the collection of prices Sy, 0 ~ y < 00, follows geometric Brownian motion 
(gBm) with drift parameter jJ and volatility parameter (J if, for all nonnegative values of y and t, 
the random variable 
S,+y 
Sy 
is independent of all prices up to time y, and if, in addition, 
log (S~:y ) 
is a nonnal random variable with mean jJt and variance t(J2 (12). Equivalently, if {Y" t ~ O} is 
a Brownian motion process with drift coefficient jJ and variance parameter (J2, then the process 
{X" t ~ O} defined by 
X, = exp (Y,) 
is called geometric Brownian Motion. 
So our series of stock prices is geometric Brownian motion if the ratio of the price some time 
t in the future to the present price has a lognonnal probability distribution with parameters jJt 
and t (J2, this ratio being independent of all past prices. Probabilities concerning the ratio of the 
price a time t in the future to the present price will not depend on the present price (12). 
The expected value of the price at some prospective time t depends on both geometric Brow-
nian parameters. To see this consider that 
Now, 
where So = So and W is some nonnal random variable such that; W ~ N(jJt, (J2t). 
Then, 
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We arrive at the final equality by manipulation of the moment-generating function of the normal 
distribution. We therefore find that, under geometric Brownian motion, the expected price grows 
at a rate jJ, + 0-2/2. 
1.1.2 European Options 
Financial markets can be divided into two distinct species. There are the underlying stocks: 
shares, bonds, commodities, foreign currencies; and their derivatives, claims that promise some 
payment or delivery in the future contingent on an underlying stock's behaviour [I ]. 
Plain, or vanilla, options are some of the simplest derivatives one will come across. European 
style options may be exercised only at the expiry time of the option, as opposed to American 
style options which can be exercised by the holder at any time up to expiry. Our two main vanilla 
options are call options and put options .We define the payoff of a calI option as 
c = (S - K )+ 
The function (x)+ returns the maximum between x and O. A call option is so-called because it 
gives one the option of calling for the stock at a specified price, known as the exercise or strike 
price K [12]. S is the expiry time price of the security. A put option is defined in the following 
way 
P = (K - S)+ . 
This gives the owners the option of putting a stock up for sale at a specified price K [12]. 
These simple options, coupled with the assumptions we 've made about our stocks, can be 
efficiently priced using the famous Black-Scholes Formula. 
1.1.3 The Black-Scholes Formula 
The Black-Scholes formula gives the unique no-arbitrage cost, C, of a call option on a secu-
rity whose price varies according to geometric Brownian motion and is given by the following 
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formula 
(1.1) 
where 
r t + Cf2t /2 -log(K / So) 
W= 
CfVt 
and <I>(x) is the standard normal distribution. 
We will now prove that the above formula is indeed the cost of our call option. Under risk-
neutral geometric Brownian motion, Stl So is a lognormal random variable with mean parameter 
(r - Cf2 /2) t and variance parameter Cf2t [12]. There are a number of ways of arriving at the above, 
one of the most popular being by the use of martingale measures (see [J] , pages 83 to 98). The 
present value of a call option to purchase a security at time t for a particular price K is given by 
= e-r' E [(SoeW - Kt 1 
where W ~ N ((r - Cf2 / 2)t , Cf2t). So 
and 
W - (r - Cf2 / 2)t = Z ~ N(O, 1) 
CfVt 
W = CfvtZ + (r - Cf2/2)t. 
Thus our original call option valuation is transformed to 
We want to ensure the result in the parentheses remains positive, that is 
S e·v'iz+(r-a' /2)' > K o _ 
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(JVtz + (r - (J2 /2)t ~ log (~) 
log (fa) + (J2t/2 - rt 
z> fi = a. 
- (Jvt 
To achieve this we remove the superscript "+" and C becomes 
It now remains to show that P, = So<I>(w) and P2 = K e-rt <I> (w - (JVt). Let's consider, firstly 
P2 
and 
P2 = K e-rt P(Z ~ a) = K e-rt P (Z ::; - a) 
'-..--' 
<1>(-0) 
Thus the equivalency of P2 and the second part of Eq (1.1) is proved. Showing that P, and 
the first part of the Black-Scholes formula are equivalent is a bit more complex. After some 
simplification we find that 
P 1 1+00 S .,(iz-u"-fd ,= - - oe 2 z 
v'21f 0 
and some inspection of the exponent reveals that (JVtz - (J2t/2 - z2/2 = -~(z - (JVt)'. So 
P S 1+00 1 -!(z-·,(i)'d 1 = 0 --e ' z o v'21f 
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= P (z ?: [L ---:0) = P(Z ~ w) = <I>(w) 
and thus, 
P, = So<I>(w). (1.2) 
Now that we have the Black-Scholes formula under our belts we may proceed to discuss the core 
topic of this thesis; Exotic Options. 
1.1.4 Exotic Options 
Exotic options are also called path-dependent options since their payoff at exercise time is de-
pendent on the security's price path up to expiry time. For the purposes of this thesis we will 
be considering three such types of option, namely lookback, barrier and Asian options. We will 
consider contracts of duration T, and denote the maximum and minimum process of a security 
price process S = {S" 0 ~ t ~ T} as 
M,S = max {Su; O~u~t} andmf=min{Su; O~u~t} , o ~ t ~ T. 
1.1.4.1 Lookback Options 
Using risk-neutral valuation, we have that the time t = 0 price of a minimallookback call option 
is given by 
while the risk -neutral valuation of a maximallookback call option is given by 
where K is the strike price of the option. 
1.1.4.2 Barrier Options 
We will look at the following types of single barrier options, as defined by [14]: 
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• A down-and-out barrier option is worthless unless its minimum remains above some "low 
barrier" v . If it remains "alive" then it retains the structure of a vanilla European call with 
strike K. Its initial price is given by 
1 (0< ::; (?){3) is an indicator function which equals I if the contained inequality is true 
over the entire specified ranges of alpha and beta and zero otherwise. 
• A down-and-in barrier option, on the other-hand, only comes to life if its minimum value 
went below some "low barrier" v. If this barrier was never crossed then the option remains 
worthless. Its initial price is given by 
• An up-and-in barrier option is worthless unless its maximum crossed some "high barrier" 
v, in which case it retains the structure of a vanilla European call with strike K. Its initial, 
risk-neutral geometric Brownian motion, price is given by 
• An up-and-out barrier option becomes worthless when its maximum crosses some "high 
barrier" v . If it remains below this barrier it retains the structure of a vanilla European call 
with strike K. Its initial price is 
Now, if one owns both a down-and-in and a down-and-out call option, both with the same values 
of K and t , then exactly one option will be in play at time t (the down-and-in option if the 
barrier is breached and the down-and-out otherwise); hence owning both is equivalent to owning 
a vanilla option with exercise time t and exercise price K [12]. As a result 
Di + Do = C(s , t , K ), 
where C(s,t, K ) is the Black-Scholes valuation of the call option given by Eq (1.1). So deter-
mining either one of Do or Di automatically yields the other. The same holds true for up-and-in 
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and up-and-out options (with the same t and K) 
Ui + Uo = C(s, t, K). 
Note that for up-and-in and up-and-out options the barrier value v must be greater than the 
exercise price K. The above formulae assume continuous observation but for most applications 
the barrier is only considered breached if the end-ofday price is lower (in the case of "down" 
barrier options) than v ; so if the price dips below v in the middle of the trading day the barrier is 
not considered breached. 
1.1.4.3 Asian Options 
Asian options are options whose value at the time t of exercise is dependent on the average price 
of the security over at least part of the time between 0 (when the option was purchased) and the 
time of exercise [12]. Again, the prices we are interested in are the end-of-day ones. Thus in the 
case of Asian options the averages are in terms of the end of day prices. Letting N denote the 
number of trading days in a year we let 
denote the security's price at the end of trading day i. Note that N is usually taken to be 252. 
The most common Asian type option,jloating price, is the one in which exercise time is at the 
end of n trading days, the strike is K, and the payoff at exercise time is 
Yet another type of Asian option is thejloating strike Asian option whose final value is given by 
Where the exercise time is at the end of trading day n. 
1.1.5 Simulation Techniques 
Suppose we are given a random vector X = (Xl, ... , Xn) which has an associated density func-
tion f(xl, ... , xn). In addition to this let us say we are interested in computing 
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E [g (X )] = J J J ... j g(Xj, ... , xn)f(xj, ... , xn)dxjdx2dxa···dxn> 
for some n-dimensional function 9 [10]. Sometimes it may not be analytically possible to com-
pute the above multiple integral exactly or even to numerically approximate it within a given 
accuracy using quadrature methods. A choice which remains is to approximate the above expec-
tation using simulation techniques. A popular technique is that of Monte-Carlo simulation. 
1.1.5.1 Monte-Carlo Simulation 
To approximate E [g (X)], start by generating a random vector X (I) = (xjI) , ... , x~j)) having the 
joint density f(xj, ... , xn) and then compute y(j) = 9 (X(I)) . Then generate a second, indepen-
dent, random vector X (2) and compute y (2) = 9 (X(2)). 'Run' this step a fixed number oftimes, 
p, to generate independent and identically distributed random variables y(i) = 9 (X(i)) , i = 
1, ... ,p. Now by the strong law of large numbers, we know that 
y (l) + + y iP) 
lim ... = E [y (i)] = E [g(X)]. 
p-oo p 
Thus we can use the average of the generated Y's as an estimate of E [g(X )] . This approach to 
estimating E [g(X) ] is known as Monte Carlo simulation. 
1.1.6 Pricing Exotic Options using Simulation Methods 
The use of simulation to price exotic options requires us to simulate the underlying security's 
price series, X(i), and then use this to calculate the payoff function, y (i) = g(X(i)) . See Section 
!.l.5.1 for details. 
1.1.6.1 Improving Simulation Estimator Efficiency 
A number of ways of "improving" the implementation of Monte Carlo simulation valuations 
exist. These improvements result in our estimate being closer to the true value. 
Control Variates 
Consider our situation where we plan to use simulation to estimate X 
e=E[Y]. 
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Suppose that during the process of generating the value of the random variable Y, we also learn 
the value of some random variable V whose mean is known to be /1v = EIV]. Then instead of 
using just the value ofY as the estimator, we can use an estimator of the form 
Y + e(V - /1v) , 
where e is a constant to be specified. This quantity also estimates e since E IY + e(V - /1v)] = e. 
The best estimator ofthis type is obtained by selecting c to be the value that makes Var (Y + e(V - /1v)) 
as small as possible. The value of e which minimizes Var (Y + e(V - /1v)) is 
Cov(Y, V) 
Var(V) . 
See [12] for a full derivation of the above. The variance reduction obtained when using the 
control variable V is lOOCorr2 (Y, V) percent, where 
Corr(Y, V) = Cov(Y, V) -vr.VTa=;r(~Y~) V~a=r""( V7C) 
So stronger correlations between V and Y result in greater variance reduction. 
Antithetic Variables 
When using this method one generates the data set Xl , ... , Xn and uses it to compute Y. Then, 
rather than generate a second set of data, we re-use the same data with the following changes 
X- => 2 (r - (72 / 2) _ X-
l N t-
Where =>means we assign to Xi the new value of 2 (r - (72/2) /N minus it's old value, for 
each i = 1, ... , n. Our new value of X i will now be negatively correlated with the old, but it 
will maintain normality with the same mean and variance. The value of Y based on these new 
values is computed, and the estimate from the simulation run is the average of the two Y values 
obtained [12]. It is shown in [11] that the re-use of data in this manner will result in a smaller 
variance than would be tbe case were we to generate a new set of data. 
Conditional Expectation 
In determining the risk-neutral payoff under geometric Brownian motion of a down-and-in bar-
rier option we generate a series of X iS and use them to calculate the successive end-of-day prices 
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and resulting payoff from the option. In [12], Ross suggests we can improve on this approach 
by noting that for the option to come alive at least one end-of-day price must fall below the 
barrier. Suppose that with the generated data this barrier breach first occurs at the end of day 
j, with the price at the close of that day being Sd(j) = x < v, At this point there is time 
(n - j)/N remaining before the option's expiry date, But this implies that the option's worth is 
now C(x, (n - j)/ N, K) [12]. We can now (i) end the simulation run once the barrier has been 
breached, and (ii) use the resulting Black-Scholes valuation as the estimate from this run. The 
resulting Black-Scholes estimator, called the conditional expectation estimator, can be shown to 
have a smaller variance than if we were to derive it following the method of Section 2.3 [12] , 
Chapter 2 
Related Work 
A number of methods have been proposed for the efficient pricing of exotic options using simula-
tion. The basic concept is the same throughout: generate a price series and then use Monte Carlo 
techniques to price an option according the average of its payoffs based on the aforementioned 
price series. Where methods begin to differ is when it comes time to improving the efficiency of 
the estimators. The following chapter explores both simulation pricing and improving estimator 
efficiency according to three sources (see references [8, 12, 13]). 
2.1 Odegaard vanilla option pricing by simulation 
In [8], Odegaard suggests that we begin by first considering the pricing of the "plain" European 
call option. This is mainly for illustrative purposes since there already exists a closed form 
solution to this problem in the guise of the Black-Scholes equation. As stated in Section 1.1.2 at 
maturity a call option is worth 
C = (ST - K )+ = max (O, ST - K ), 
where ST and K represent the terminal price of our stock and the strike price of the option, 
respectively. During some earlier time t the option will have the expected present value of the 
calls worth. Because of "risk neutrality" we can treat the (appropriately adjusted) problem as the 
decision of a risk neutral decision maker and if in addition we modifY the expected return of the 
underlying asset such that this earns at the risk free rate then the time t value of our option will 
be 
c, = e-,(T-') E ' [max(O,ST - K )] , 
12 
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Algorithm 1 Simulation oflognormally distributed random variable 
#include <cmath> II standard mathematical functions 
using namespace std; 
#include "normdist.h" II definition of random number generator 
double simulate_lognormaIJandom_ variable(const double& S, II current value of variable 
const double& r, II interest rate 
const double& sigma, II volatility 
const double& time) {II time to final dale 
double R = (r - O.5*pow(sigma,2))*time; 
double SD = sigma*sqrt(time); 
return S*exp(R + SD*random_normal()); 
} ; 
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where E'[.] is a transformation of the original expectation [8] with f.l replaced by r - (J2/2. 
Finding the price merely involves using Monte Carlo techniques on a number of simulated 8T 
values. 
2.1.1 Simulating lognormally distributed random variables 
We assumed from the beginning tbat our stock prices are lognormal, so we must be able to 
generate the appropriate random variable. Let X be normally distributed with a mean of zero 
and variance of one. If 8, conforms to the lognormal distribution then 8'+1, the one-time period 
later price, is simulated as 
8 - 8 e(r- !a')+a,'( t+ l - t . 
More generally, if we are at time t and the terminal time is T (with time between ofT - t ) then 
Odegaard provides the C++ code for simulating such a random variable, this code is presented 
in Algorithm 1. 
2.1.2 Pricing of European Call options 
In performing the Monte Carlo estimation of the price ofa European call option one only needs 
to simulate the closing price of the underlying stock. We proceed by simulating lognormally 
distributed random variables, which gives us a set of observations of tbe terminal price ST. 
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Algorithm 2 European Call Option Priced by Simulation 
#include <cmath> II standard mathematical functions 
#include <algorithm> Iidefine maxO function 
using namespace std; 
#include "normdist.h" II definition of random number generator 
double 
option-1Jrice_call_european_simulate(const doub1e& S, II current value of stock 
const double& K, II exercise price 
const double& r, II interest rate 
const double& sigma, II volatility 
const double& time,!1 time to final date 
const int& no_sims) { ilnumber of simulations 
double R = (r - 0.5*pow(sigma,2))*time; 
double SO = sigma*sqrt(time); 
double sum-1Jayoffs = 0.0; 
for (int n=l; n<=no_sims; n++) { 
) ; 
double S_T = S*exp(R + SO*random_normal()); 
sum-1Jayoffs += max(O.O, S_T-K); 
return exp( -r*time )*(sum -1Jayoffs/double(no _sims)); 
}; 
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Letting ST, l , ST,2, . .. , ST,n denote the n simulated values, we can simulate E' [max(O, ST - K )) 
as the average of option payoffs at maturity, discounted at the risk free rate as 
c = e-r(T-tl (t max(O, ST,; - K)/n) . 
t=1 
Odegaard's C++ implementation of Monte Carlo estimation to price a European call option is 
shown in Algorithm 2. 
2.1.3 Improving the efficiency of simulation 
There are a number of ways of bettering the implementation of Monte Carlo estimation such that 
the estimates are closer to the true value. Odegaard [8] suggests the use of Control and Antithetic 
variates, both of which are discussed in Section 1.1.6.1 above. 
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Control Variates 
Odegaard [8] recommends that when generating the set of terminal values of the underlying 
security you should also calculate the value of some other derivative which would use those same 
terminal values but which has a closed form solution. An at-the-money European call option 
priced using the analytical Black-Scholes formula would fulfill this end. If it turns out that our 
simulated value over-estimates the option price, then Odegaard suggests that it is reasonable to 
assume that this will also be the case for other derivatives valued using the same set of simulated 
terminal values. Thus we move the estimate of the price of the derivative of interest downward. 
Suppose we want to value an European put option and use the price of an at-the-money 
European call as the control variate. We firstly estimate the price of two options using the same 
set of terminal values and Monte Carlo estimation 
Pt = e- r(T- t) (t max(O, [( - ST,i)ln) 
and 
c, = e- r(T- t) (t max(O, ST,i - [( )In) . 
~= l 
We then calculate the Black Scholes value of the call cfs and calculate Pi", the estimate of the put 
price with a control variate adjustment, as 
cv - ( bs " ) Pt = Pt + ct - Ct . 
It is not only an at-the-money call which can be used as the control variate. Any other derivative 
which possesses a tractable analytical solution may be used. The code contained in Algorithm 3 
shows the implementation of the above method, 
Antithetic Variates 
The other method suggested by Odegaard [8] is to use antithetic variates, the whole idea being 
that Monte Carlo works most efficiently if the simulated variables are "spread" out as closely 
as possible to the true distribution. In our case we are generating unit normal random variables 
which possess the trait of being symmetric about zero. Odegaard [8] suggests enforcing this 
property in our simulated terminal values. A workable way of doing this is to first simulate a 
unit random variable Z and then use both Z and - Z to generate the lognormal random variables. 
The idea behind all this is shown in Algorithm 4. 
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Algorithm 3 Generic Monte-Carlo Pricing with Control Variates 
#include <cmath> II standard mathematical functions 
using namespace std; 
#include "fin _recipes.h" 
#include "payofC black_scholes _ case.h" 
double 
16 
derivative -.JJrice _ simulate_european _option_generic _with _ control_ variate( const double& S, II 
current value of variable 
const double& K, II exercise price 
coust double& r, II interest rate 
const double& sigma, II volatility 
const donble& time, II time to final date 
double payoff(const double& S, 
const double& K), 
const int& no_sims) (ilnumber of simulations 
double c_bs = option-.JJrice_call_black_scholes(S,S,r,sigma,time); II price an at-the-money 
derivative via Black Scholes 
double sum -.JJayoffs = 0; 
double sum-.JJayoffs_bs = 0; 
} ; 
for (int n=O; n<no sims; n++) ( 
double S_T = simulate_lognormal_random_variable(S,r,sigma,time); 
sum-.JJayoffs += payoff(S_T,K); 
sum-.JJayoff_bs += payoff_call(S_T,S); Iisimulate at-the-money Black Scholes price 
}; 
double c_sim = exp(-r*time)*(sum-.JJayoffs/no_sims); 
double c_bs_sim = exp(-r*time)*(sum-.JJayoffs_bs/no_sims); 
c_sim += (c_bs - c_bs_sim); 
return c _ sim; 
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Algorithm 4 Generic Monte-Carlo Pricing with Antithetic Variates 
#include "fin_recipes.h" 
#include <cmath> II standard mathematical functions 
#include "normdist.h" II definition of random number generator 
using namespace std; 
double 
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derivative --price_simulate _european_option _generic_with _antithetic _ variate( const double& S, 
II current value of variable 
const double& K, II exercise price 
const double& r, II interest rate 
const double& sigma, II volatility 
canst double& time, II time to final date 
canst payoff(const double& S, canst double& K), 
canst int& no_sims) { ilnumber of simulations 
double R = (r - 0.5*pow(sigma,2))*time; 
double SO = sigma*sqrt(time); 
double sum yayoffs = 0.0; 
for (int n=O; n<no sims; n++) ( 
double x=random_normalO; 
double S I = S*exp(R + SO*x); 
sumyayoffs += payoff(SI,K); 
double S2 = S*exp(R + SO*(-x)); 
sumyayoffs += payoff(S2,K) 
}; 
return exp( -r*time )*(sum yayoffs/(2*no _sims)); 
} ; 
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2.1.4 Odegaard Results 
Using the following initial values: 
• S = 100.00 
• K = 100.00 
• r = 0.1 
• sigma = 0.25 
• time = 1.0 
• no sims = 50 000 
• CV = control variate variance reduction 
• AV = antithetic variate variance reduction 
Odegaard states that his own programs produced the following results (with no mention of the 
standard errors) as output: 
BLACK SCHOLES CALL OPTION PRICE = 14.9758 
SIMULATED CALL OPTION PRICE = 14.995 
SIMULATED CALL OPTION PRICE, CV = 14.9758 
SIMULATED CALL OPTION PRICE, AV = 14.9919 
BLACK SCHOLES PUT OPTION PRICE = 5.45954 
SIMULATED PUT OPTION PRICE = 5.41861 
SIM ULATED PUT OPTION PRICE, CV = 5.42541 
SIMULATED PUT OPTION PRICE, AV = 5.46043 
2.2 Odegaard Monte-Carlo Pricing of options whose payoff 
depends on the whole price path 
According to Odegaard [8) , Monte Carlo simulation can be used to price a number of different 
types of options, the only limitation being that they must be European in nature. In the previous 
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section we described methods to price regular European options. When dealing with options 
whose payoff is dependent on the entire path of the price of the underlying security then it is not 
sufficient to only simulate the terminal price. We must incorporate the entire sequence of prices 
in our pricing procedure. 
2.2.1 Simulating a series of lognormally distributed variables 
Recall from Section 2.1.1 that we simulate a lognormal variable as follows 
S - S e(r-4o') (T-t)+ov'T - tX T - t ) 
where t is the present time and T is the terminal date. To simulate a price sequence one must 
spl it this period into a series of N periods. Each period of length 
T -t 
t:,. t = ---;;;-. 
The C++ code in Algorithm 5 shows how one would simulate a sequence of such lognormal 
variables. 
The above mentioned code may then be used in a generic routine to price path-dependent 
European options as shown in Algolithm 6. 
In Algolithm 6, the method payoff 0 could be replaced by any of a number of pay off functions 
which accept a vector of numbers (price series) and some strike price K. Algorithm 7 shows a 
few methods which could fill the payoff function slot. 
Control Variates 
We can again utilise the Control Variate technique mentioned in Section 1.1.6.1 to improve our 
estimator. Just to recap, a control variate is a price for which we have both an analytical solution 
and find the Monte Carlo price. The difference between the two prices is a measure of the bias 
in the Monte Carlo estimate and is used to adjust the Monte Carlo estimate of other derivatives 
pliced using the same random sequence [8]. We could use the analytical lookback price or the 
analytical solution for a geometric Asian option but Odegaard opts to again utilise the Black 
Scholes call price as a control valiate (see Algorithm 8). 
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Algorithm 5 Simulating a sequence of lognormally distributed variables 
#include <cmath> II standard mathematical functions 
#include <vector> II vector functions 
using namespace std; 
#include "random.h" 
#include "normdist.h" II definition of random number generator 
vector<double> 
simulate Jognormally _distributed _ sequence( canst double& S, II current value of variable 
canst double& r, II interest rate 
canst double& sigma, II volatility 
canst double& time,!1 time to final date 
canst int& no_steps) {ilnumber of steps in series 
vector<double> prices(no _steps); 
double delta_t = time/no_steps; 
double R = (r - O.5*pow(sigma,2))*delta_t; 
double SO = sigma*sqrt(delta_t); 
double S_t = S; 
for(int i=O; i<no_steps; i++) { 
}; 
S_t = S_t*exp(R + SD*random_norrnal()); 
prices[i] = S_t; 
return prices; 
}; 
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Algorithm 6 Generic routine for pricing path-dependent European options 
# include <cmath> II standard mathematical funct ions 
using namespace std; 
double 
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derivative yrice _simulate_european _option _genericC const double& S, II current value of vari-
able 
const double& K, II exercise price 
const double& r, II interest rate 
const double& sigma, II volatility 
const double& time,!1 time to final date 
double payoff( const vector<double>& prices, 
const double& K), II user providedfunction 
const int& no_steps, Iinumber of steps in generated price sequence 
const int& no_sims) ( ilnumber of simulations 
double sumyayoffs = 0; 
for (int n= l ; n<=no_sims; n++) ( 
vector<double>prices = simulate -'ognormally _distributed _ sequence(S,r,sigma,time,no _steps); 
sum yayoffs += payoffCprices,K); 
} ; 
return expC -r*time )*Csum yayoffs/doubleCno _sims)) ; 
} ; 
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Algorithm 7 Payoff function for Arithmetic Asian, lookback call and lookback put options 
#include <cmath> 
#include <numeric> 
#include <vector> 
using namespace std; 
double payoff_arithmetic_average_call(const vector<double>& prices, const double& K) { 
double sum = accumulate(prices .beginO, prices.endO,O.O); 
double avg = sum/prices.sizeO; 
return max(O.O,avg - K); 
} ; 
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inline double payoff_geometric_average_call(const vector<double>& prices, const double& 
K){ 
} ; 
double logsum = log(prices[O]); 
for (unsigned i= l; i<prices.sizeO; i++){ logsum += log(prices[i]); }; 
double avg = exp(logsum/prices.size()); 
return max(O.O,avg - K); 
double payoff_lookback _call(const vector<double>& prices, const double& unused_variable) 
{ 
} ; 
double m = *min_element(prices.beginO, prices.end()); 
return prices.backO - m; Iialways positive or zero 
double payoff_lookbackyut(const vector<double>& prices, const double& unused_variable) 
{ 
double m = *max_element(prices.beginO, prices,end()); 
return m - prices.backO; Ilmax always larger or zero 
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Algorithm 8 Generic Exotic Monte-Carlo Pricing with Control Variates 
#includc <cmath> II standard mathematical jUnctions 
using namespace std; 
#include "payoff_black_scholes _ case.h" 
double 
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derivative -'price _ sim _exotic_european _option_generic _with _ control_ variate( const double& S, 
II current value of variable 
const double& K, II exercise price 
const double& r, II interest rate 
const double& sigma, II volatility 
const double& time, II time to final date 
double payoff(const vector<double>& prices, 
const double& K), 
const int& no_steps, 
const int& no_sims) ( ilnumber of simulations 
double c _ bs = option -'price _ call_black _ scholes(S,S,r,sigma,time); II price an at-the-money 
derivative via Black Scholes 
double sum -'payoffs = 0; 
double sum-'payoffs_bs = 0; 
for (int n=O; n<no_sims; n++) ( 
} ; 
vector<double> prices = simulate Jognormally _distributed _ sequence(S,r,sigma,time,no _steps); 
double S I = prices.backO; 
sum -'payoffs += payoff(prices,K); 
sum-'payoff_bs += payoff_ call(S I ,S); II simulate at-the-money Black Scholes price 
} ; 
double c _ sim = exp( -r*time )*(sum -'payoffs/no_sims); 
double c _ bs _ sim = exp( -r'time )*(sum -'payoffs _ bs/no _sims); 
c_sim += (c_bs - c_bs_sim); 
return c _ sim; 
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2.3 Ross/Shanthikumar Efficient simulation of Barrier options 
Again, suppose that our security follows risk-neutral geometric Brownian motion with nominal 
interest rate r; that is it follows geometric Brownian motion with variance parameter (J2 and drift 
parameter J1- , where J1- = T - (J2 / 2 . Let 5d ( i) denote the end of day i price of the security and let 
Successive daily price ratio changes are independent under geometric Brownian motion, and thus 
it follows that X (l ), ... ,X (n) are independent normal random variables, each with mean J1-IN 
and variance (J2 / N where N again denotes the number of trading days in a year. So by generating 
the values of n independent normal random variables having the above mean and variance, we 
can construct a sequence of n end-of-day prices which have the same probabilities as one which 
would have developed from the risk-neutral geometric Brownian motion model [13]. 
So if it were the case that we wanted to find the risk-neutral valuation of a down-and-out 
barrier option whose strike price is K , barrier value is v, initial value is 5 (0) = s, and exercise 
time is at the end of trading day n, Ross and Shanthikumar suggest we proceed as follows. 
Firstly, generate n independent normal random variables with mean J1-/ N and variance (J2 / N . 
Set them equal to X (l ), .. . , X (n), and then determine the sequence of end-of-day prices from 
the equations 
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In terms of these prices, let I equal 0 if an end-of-day price is ever below the barrier v, and let it 
equal I otherwise; that is 
1= { 
1 if Sii) > v 
o if Sd(i) :0; v 
for all i = 1, ... , n 
foranyi=I , ... ,n 
Then since the down-and-out call option will only be alive if I = 1, it follows that the time-O 
value of its payoff at expiration time n is 
payoff of the down-and-out call option= c rnfN I (Sd(n) - K)+ 
We would then call this payoff Y,. Performing an additional k - 1 'runs' yields Y" ... , Yk , a set of 
k payoff realizations. We can then use their average as an estimate of the risk-neutral geometric 
Brownian motion valuation of the barrier option. Ifwe wanted to price a down-and-in call option 
everything would be exactly the same except that our indicator I would now be defined as 
{
I if Sd (i) < v for some i = 1, ... , n 
1= 
o if Sd(i) ~ v for all i = 1, ... ,n 
(2.1 ) 
Ross and Shanthikumar go a step further in [13] and for our down-and-in call, let X; =(X (1), ... , X (i)) 
and let f be the joint density function ofXn . Ross and Shanthikumar [13] go on to say that if 9 
is another joint density, then the importance sampling identity yields that 
Let T equal n + 1 if the option never becomes alive, and let it equal i if the option first comes to 
life at the end of day i. Then, for T :0; n, 
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= ;i~~~ e- rn/N C (Sd (T) , (n - T ) / N, K ) . 
Defining C(s, t , K ) to equal zero when t < a the preceding also holds when T = n + 1. Hence, 
combining importance sampling and conditional expectation, the Xi can be generated according 
to a density that makes it more likely that the barrier is crossed. Once the barrier is crossed, that 
simulation run ends with the following estimator for the risk neutral price 
;i~~ ~ e-rn/N C (Sd(T), (n - T )/N, K ) . (2.2) 
If we generate the X i as normal random variables with mean (r - a 2/ 2)/N - b and variance 
a2 / N, then the estimator from that run is 
{
T b2N Nb T T b ( a2 )} C( Sd(T ), (n - T)/N , K ) exp 2a2 + ~ 8Xi - ,,2 r - 2 . (2.3) 
Implementation requires an appropriate choice of b, which can be arrived at empirically. How-
ever, in an importance sampling application that did not utilize the conditional expectation im-
provement, it was noted in [3] that the choice 
b = (I" - a 2/ 2) _ 2 10g(S (O)/v) + 10g(K/S(O)) 
N n 
works well. 
Ross and Shanthikumar also remark that variance reduction by conditional expectation and 
by importance sampling were both suggested in [2] but that they could be simultaneously used 
was not. Combining variance reduction techniques will he explored at the experimental stage. 
The estimator in Equation (2.3) has a smaller variance than the importance sampling estimator 
suggested in [3] and also requires less simulation time [13]. 
2.4 Ross/Shanthikumar Efficient simulation of Asian and Look-
back options 
We consider an Asian option with a floating strike price which is the average of the underlying 
security's end-of-day prices; that is, if the option matures at the end of n days, then the present 
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value of it's payoff is 
Pe-rniN == e-rnlN (Sd(n) - t S:i)) + 
= n - 1 e-rnlN ( Sd(n) _ L:~~i Sd(i) ) + 
n n-l 
Ross and Shathikumar suggest that when estimating E [Pe-mIN] , we first condition on the data 
values X n _ 1 = (X(I), ... , X (n - 1)) to obtain 
= n: 1 e-rnlN E [ (Sd(n _ l )eX (n) _ L:~l~S;(i) ) + IXn-l ] 
_ n - 1 -mlNc (S ( ) 1 Ln - 1 Sd(i)) 
- --e d n - 1 ) -, --. 
n N n - l i=l 
(2.4) 
Hence, we can estimate E [e-rnIN p] by generating Xn - 1 to obtain Sd(l), ... , Sd(n - 1), and 
then using the estimator given by Equation (2.4), where C(8, t, K) is the Black-Scholes risk 
neutral call option valuation [13]. 
Ross and Shanthikumar note that this estimator can be improved by noting firstly that 
As a simulation run consists of generating X (I), ... , X (n - 1), independent normal random 
variables with mean (r - (J2 12) IN and variance (J2 IN and then setting 
Sd(i) = S(O)eX(l)+ .... +X(il, i = 1, ... , n - 1, 
it follows that C (Sd(n -1),IIN, L:~;;iSd(i)/(n - l)) will be large if the latter values of the 
series of normal random variables X(I), X (2), ... ,X(n - 1) are amongst the largest, and small 
ifthe opposite is true. Because of this Ross and Shanthikumar suggest that one could try a control 
variable (see Section \.\.6.1) of the type L:~;;i WiX (i), where the weights Wi are increasing in 
i. They ([ 13]) however propose a better approach, which is to let the simulation itself determine 
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the weights, by using all of the variables X(l), X(2), ... , X(n - 1) as the control variables, so 
that from each run we consider the estimator 
C] , C2, ... , c,,-l the values of the constants, can be calculated from the simulation runS (see [9]). 
An important technical point is that because the suggested control variables are independent 
random variables there is not much additional computation needed to determine the values of the 
Ci [13]. 
An alternative suggested by Ross and Shanthikumar is to use eX (i ) , i = 1, ... ,n, rather than 
the X (i) themselves, as control variates. 
2.5 Summary 
The common thread in all the related works is the emphasis on the importance of the data gen-
eration stage. The foundation of Odegaard's [8] programs is the generation of the lognormal 
variable(s). Ross and Shanthikumar pay homage to the significance of simulating appropriate 
variables when they discuss efficient pricing techniques and variance reduction; both of which in 
the theoretical sense rely heavily on model assumptions. The next chapter will show how we in-
tend to use the information from the related works in making our simulation research as painless 
and efficient as possible. 
Chapter 3 
Methodology 
This project comprises three pillars. Firstly we must deal with the experimental considerations 
involved in efficient simulation of lognormal data sets. Secondly, we must subsequently use 
the data sets in an efficient pricing program. And finally we must work toward improving the 
efficiency of the data produced by our simulating tool. 
3.1 Pillar I - Generating the data 
The simulation of the data set (our security's price path) warrants a chapter on its own and is ad-
dressed in Chapter 4. What can be said now is that we must be able to generate a series of prices 
of a security which conforms to specific lognormal constraints i.e. N(!" / N, (]2/ N) where!" = 
T - (]2 / 2. The data produced must be tested to make sure it is indeed geometric Brownian mo-
tion. Tests for combined normality and independence can become involved with no guarantee 
that we would arrive at any defin ite conclusions. Undertaking these specific tests would take 
us out of the scope of this paper. Luckily there is a knock on effect which will allow us, at a 
later stage, to see whether our generated normal random variables are conforming to the desired 
distributions behaviour. Initially though we can do a superficial analysis of the data produced by 
our random number generator to see if on the surface it at least "looks" normal, then from there 
we can proceed to perform the necessary transformations to produce random daily price changes. 
3.2 Pillar II - The pricing program 
The use of simulation to price financial instruments is an intricate task and requires a tool which 
allows one to deal with these intricacies. We have chosen to use C++ for our pricing program 
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and there are a number of supporting reasons. The next sections will describe why and how we 
intend to use C++ to efficiently price exotic options. 
3.2.1 Whye++ 
It is our intention that the source code and resulting programs be used in the future when teaching 
courses on exotic pricing using simulation. Because of this it is important that we use a language 
that will still be relevant in 5 years time. Given that C++ is the basis for many modem languages 
e.g. Java, Perl and Python it is very likely that it is going to be in use for some time to come. 
C++ also provides good cross-platform portability, so whilst I will be building my programs on 
a Windows XP Operating System using Dev C++, one would be able to implement the code on a 
Linux machine with a compiler and platform different from the one I have used with little or no 
code tweaking! 
Many high level languages are able to compile and even run C++ code, as well as translate 
their own code into C++. An example ofthis is Matlab which is capable of translating resident m-
files (Matlab source code files) into .cpp files (C++ source code files). C++ also has advantages 
over low level languages, for example in the case of C++ and C: 
• C++ allows for many extensions to the original C language, 
• C++ bridges the gap between the low-level C and higher level languages. 
C++ offers the following features not found in Java: 
• Pointers 
• Global variables 
• Multiple Inheritance 
• Templates 
• Operator Overloading 
More importantly, it is much faster than Java and most other programming languages! From 
the above list we will only be using the pointer feature, this is to keep things simple and not 
muddy the waters with what is potentially very involved C++ theory. It is left to the curious 
financial programmer to see how to use any of the other features to his/her advantage when 
pricing financial instruments. 
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Now the main aim of this thesis is to build a functioning and accurate pricing program from 
scratch. This means that we will be responsible for generating the normal random variables 
which will be used to build geometric Brownian motion stock price movements that will in tum 
he used in various exotic option functions. So, given that we will be coming in on the ground 
floor it is important that we use a programming language which possesses speed and efficiency 
(in terms of the use of computer resources). e++ has been proven to provide both. 
3.2.2 How C++ 
We intend to build a command line program which will request information from the user such as 
initial stock price, stock volatility, interest rate, strike price and type of option. The user provided 
information is then used to build a sequence of price movements and this, along with other option 
pertinent information, is sent to the respective payoff function which returns a payoff value based 
on the values of the parameters given to it. The average of these payoffs is used as the price of 
the option. 
The program will be highly modularized so that if it turns out there is a more efficient method 
for producing normal random variables or pricing lookback options then that module can simply 
be slotted into place. 
The cost of a numerical procedures simulation is an important consideration but equally im-
portant is the accuracy of the method. Because different sources quote different quantities for 
the sufficient number of runs required to produce trustworthy output (the industry standard being 
10000). We wi ll have to use our own discretion and experiment to find what number of simula-
tions give us the necessary combination of speed and accuracy. Gentle et aJ. state, "In general, 
compromises must be made between simpliCity of the algorithm, quality of the approximation, 
robustness with respect to the distribution parameters, and efficiency (generation speed, memory 
requirements, and setup time) "[6]. 
3.2.3 Pricing Exotic European options using C++ 
C++ through the use of Monte Carlo simulation will use simulated price paths and associated 
payoff functions to arrive at the risk neutral price of various exotic options. The results of this 
will be compared to the results of Sections 2.1.4. This procedure will enable us to test both C++ 
as a simulator and the code we have written. Our program should be versatile and adaptable, in 
that brand new European-type exotic options should be almost immediately priceable. 
r 
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3.3 Pillar III - Improve simulator efficiency 
We may be willing to sacrifice the speed of our price generation for a gain in efficiency obtained 
via variance reduction metbods. Increased reliability may more than compensate slower price 
generation. In the case of antitbetic variates (see Section 1.1.6.1) we can expect to see longer 
simulation times because whilst new random variables will not have to be produced we will be 
calculating and averaging twice as many simulated payoffs. With conditional expectation (see 
Section 2.3) on tbe otber hand, because the simulation is ended early the simulation process can 
be rightfully expected to not take as long. 
We will also attempt to compare the effects of combining different variance reduction tech-
niques to see if the combinatorial approach has any significant, positive repercussions on the 
accuracy of the simulated price. 
3.4 Summary 
To summarize we will be using e++ to produce a price sequence which will be subsequently 
used in our pricing modules . Upon getting satisfactory results we will explore the feasibility of 
incorporating variance reduction techniques alone and in combination with one another. In the 
following chapter we explore the first pillar: Generating the data. 
Chapter 4 
The Data Set(s) 
In this statistical thesis we are not dealing with some predetermined data set and analyzing it 
in the hopes of unveiling some exciting, underlying information. In this project it is left to us 
to generate our own data set which must conform to the assumptions made when dealing with 
financial market data. More precisely we must simulate a security whose price evolves according 
to risk neutral geometric Brownian motion (see Section I. I. I). This means that at some point we 
must be able to produce independent normal random variables. 
4.1 Generating Continuous Random Variables 
There are a number of techniques available for generating variables which follow the behavioural 
characteristics of certain continuous distributions. "In computational statistics, random variate 
generation is usually made in two steps: (1) generating imitations of independent and identically 
distributed (i. i. d.) random variables having the uniform distribution over the interval (0, J) and 
(2) applying transformations to these i.i.d. U(O,J) random variates in order to generate (or 
imitate) random variates and random vectors from arbitrary distributions" [6]. We will outline 
two methods, the Rejection and Polar methods. 
4.1.1 The Rejection Method 
If we have a method for generating a random variable having density function g(x), we can use 
this as the foundation for generating from the continuous distribution having density function 
f (x) . We do this by firstly generating Y from 9 and then accepting this generated value with a 
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probability proportional to f(Y)/g(Y). More precisely, let c be a constant such that 
f((Y» :;:: c for all y. 
9 Y 
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Ross in [II ] proposes the following technique for generating a random variable having density 
f· 
THE REJECTION METHOD 
1. Generate Y having density g. 
2. Generate a random number U. 
3. If U :;:: ~\":))' set X = Y. Otherwise, return to 1. 
Thus Y is only accepted with probability f(Y)/cg(Y) when our generated random U adheres 
to the following; U :;:: f(Y)/cg(Y). The following theorem can easily be proved (see [II] for 
details): 
THEOREM 
I. The random variable generated by the rejection method has density f 
2. The number a/iterations a/the algorithm that are needed is a geometric random variable 
with mean c. 
4.1.1.1 Generating a Normal Random Variable using the Rejection Method 
To generate Z a standard normal variable (i.e. one with mean 0 and variance I), we firstly note 
that the absolute value of Z, IZI, has a probability density function 
f(x) = ~e-"/2 0 < x < 00. 
V 211" 
(4.1) 
Given that we are going to be using the rejection technique we define our known density function 
g, to be an exponential density function with mean I 
g(x) = e-' 0 < x < 00. 
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So 
the maximum of the above occurs at x = 1, so we take 
And because 
f (x ) = 
c = ma.'{ g(x) = V 2e/1f. 
f(x) = exp{x _ x 2 _~} 
cg(x) 2 2 
= exp { 
(x - 1)2 } 
2 
we can generate the absolute value of a standard normal random variable as follows: 
I. Generate Y, an exponential random variable with rate 1. 
2. Generate a random number U. 
3. IfU :::; exp{ -(Y _1)2/ 2} , setX = Y. Otherwise return to I. 
We can obtain a standard normal Z by letting Z be equally likely to be X or - x. 
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In step 3 of the above, the value of Y is accepted if U :::; exp{ -(Y - 1)2/2} , which is 
the same as - log U ;::: (Y - 1 )2/ 2, but it can be shown (see Chapter 5 of[ll]) that - log U is 
exponential with mean 1. So we can generate an independent random normal variable as follows: 
I. Generate Yj an exponential variable with mean I. 
2. Generate Y2 an exponential with mean 1. 
3. IfY = Y2 - (Y, - 1)2 > 0, go to step 4. Otherwise return to step I. 
4. Generate a random number U and set 
if U :::; ~ 
i f U > ~ 
The random variables Z and Y generated by the foregoing are independent with Z being a normal 
with mean 0 and variance I and Y being exponential with rate I [11]. To transform our standard 
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normal variable into a normal random variable with mean /l- and variance 0"2 we simply take 
J.l + 0" Z. Since c = J2e/1f '" l.32 , the forgoing requires a geometric distributed number of 
iterations of step 2 with mean 1.32. In our case we want to generate a sequence of normal random 
variables, so we can use the exponential random variable Y of step 3 as the initial exponential 
(Yi ) needed in step I for the next iteration. Thus on average we can simulate a standard normal 
by generating 1.64 exponentials and computing 1.32 squares. 
4.1.2 The Polar Method for Generating Normal Random Variables 
Letting X and Y be independent standard normal random variables we can let Rand e denote 
the polar coordinates of the vector (X , Y ) such that 
Y 
tane = X. 
Since X and Yare independent of each other, their joint density is the product of their individual 
densities given by 
f (x, y) = _ 1_e- x2/2_1_e-y2/2 
j2; j2; 
= _ 1_e-(x2+y2)/2 j2; . (4.2) 
In determining the joint density of R2 and e, let 's call itg (d, e) , we make the change of variables 
e = t an - 1 (~) . 
Given the Jacobian of this transformation is 2 it follows from Equation (4.2) that the joint density 
of R2 and e is given by 
(d e) = ~~ -d/2 g , 2 21f e , o < d < 00, 0 < e < 21f. 
Since this is equal to the product of an exponential density with mean 2 and the uniform density 
on (0, 21f) it follows R2 and 8 are independent with 
R2 ~ exponenti al with mean 2 
8 ~ uniform distri bution over (0, 21f) (4.3) 
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We can now generate a pair of independent standard normal variables X and Y using Equation 
(4.3) to first generate their polar coordinates and then transform those to rectangular coordinates. 
Ross outlines the following steps: 
1. Generate random numbers U, and U2 . 
2. R2 = -210g U, (thus R2 is exponential with mean 2). e = 27rU2 (and thus e is uniform 
between 0 and 27r). 
Now let 
X = Rcos 8 = J -210g U, cos (27rU2 ) 
Y = Rsin 8 = J - 210g U, sin (27rU2 ) 
(44) 
The above transformations being what are known as the Box-Muller transformations. Unfor-
tunately the use of the Box-Muller transformations, Equation (44), to generate a pair of inde-
pendent standard normals is computationally not very efficient: The reason for this is the need 
to compute the sine and cosine trigonometric functions [II]. There is a work-around to this 
time-consuming difficulty by indirectly computing the sine and cosine of a random angle. This 
approach would then use the following steps to generate a pair of independent standard normals 
1. Generate random numbers, U, and U2 . 
2. Set V, = 2U, - 1, V2 = 2U2 - 1, S = V,' + vt 
3. If S > 1 return to Step 1. 
Return the independent standard normals 
X - V -210g8v; 
- S b 
v _ V - 210g8,; 
1 - 8 '2· 
The above is called the polar method and will, on average, require 2.546 random numbers, 
logarithm, I square root, 1 division, and 4.546 multiplications to generate two independent unit 
normals. 
While the polar method has the advantage of generating two independent normal random 
variables it does so requiring noticeably more calculations to get around having to compute the 
necessary trigonometric functions. More importantly we are interested in generating a seqnence 
of normal random variables which the rejection method deals with more succinctly than the polar 
method in its current form would (see Section 4.1.1.1). The importance of being able to generate 
a sequence of normal variables is discussed in more detail in Section 5.1. 
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Thus because of the shortcoming of the Box-Muller polar method versus the rejection method 
we will be using the rejection method (Section 4.1.1) to generate normal random variables. These 
normal random variables will be subsequently used in simulating a geometric Brownian motion 
price series. 
4.2 Analysis and Descriptive statistics 
We will be analyzing the final output of our pricing program, the Monte Carlo prices of the op-
tions. While these prices are not going to be normally distributed they should oscillate about 
some "true" value. Any deviant behaviour in the price series will be a firm indicator that, as-
suming our algori thmic logic is correct, something is wrong at the random variab le generation 
stage. 
4.3 Summary 
We now have a trusted method for producing normal random variables which are essential for 
producing the geometric Brownian movement we want our stocks to exhibit. What is left for us 
is to now build the program and gather results. 
Chapter 5 
Implementation 
The program we built was implemented following the structure shown in Figure 5.1. Figure 
5.1 will be explained in terms of the three pillars of Chapter 3. But firstly we will give a brief 
description of the whole program and mention some noteworthy points. 
Everything begins, as is customary in C++, from the mainO method. It is in the mainO 
method that we solicit information pertinent to the option from the user. This includes: 
I. Whether they would like to price a vanilla or exotic option. 
2. Initial stock price. 
3. Time to expiry of the option. 
4. Stock's volatility. 
5. Interest rate. 
A couple of points must be noted; firstly, the time to expiry can be entered in days, weeks, 
months or a fraction of the financial year. We set the length of a financial year to two hundred 
and fifty two days. This information (time to expiry) must then be transformed into days in case 
it will be used in the pricing of an exotic option and a fraction of one year if it is to be used 
in the pricing of a vanilla option. The reasons for this are that in the case of a vanilla option 
we do not need to model the price movement of the stock up to expiry, we only need to model 
a single termination-time price per simulation run. In the case of an exotic option we must 
simulate a price for every single day leading up to expiry per simulation run. Thus if an option 
expires in half a year then we must simulate one hundred and twenty six end of day prices per 
simulation run. The idea is illustrated in Figure 5.2. I is the floating point placeholder for the 
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Figure 5.1: Pricing Program Structure J.-. - ..... -.-.-.- .... 
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t----"'-- ---- ' ---'1 
L-______ ~. Put ; 
L ... __ ....... _ ..._ ..._ ...__ ! 
Main 
stdNOIrnisize, ~ ,oj I "I I 
T 
S . .o4y:!,K,IJ ,a,r 
1 Exotic 
1-------1:: Lookback I 
I Barrier I 
"I 
length of time in terms of a fraction of a year that a vanilla option is defined and days is the 
integer placeholder for the number of days an exotic option is defined for. The second point we 
must discuss refers to the statement, per simulation run, after some trial and error we decided 
that it would not be left up to the user to define how many simulation runs they would like to 
run. The reasoning, or fear, being that an inexperienced user may define a simulation value 
which is too low and result in an unreliab le price being output, or too high and subsequently 
crash the program or take too long to be useful. In Chapter 3 Section 3.2.2 it is mentioned that 
the industry standard is ten thousand simulation runs. Initially we found that our program could 
comfortably run fifty thousand simulations. Although it did produce a price, this price was only 
stable for options which had a long time till expiry written into them. For exotic options where 
the number of days till expiry was short i.e. in the region of three to twenty days, it was found 
upon repeated observation of the programs output that the resulting price generated when using 
the fixed amount of fifty thousand simulation runs was unreliable. To cope with this we decided 
to make the number of simulations dynamic depending on the length of the time an option was 
defined for. We began with a simulation number, nurnSirns. of 5 040 001 and whatever number 
of days, t. an option was defined for we divided nurnSirns, minus one, by this number of days and 
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Figure 5.2: Getting the time 
cout « "\ nlOou l ci )IOU 11:te to ~nter the t :lr.e ~o expir y 'l, \n( :I. );leY!I , \ n (II ) lJeelt:!, (14) Itont M cc\ n" « 
" ( t ) t [4~t ion of a t radt t!; yeru: ? ~ . 
c1\3 ) }o tiroeType : 
witCh (tlJlleTvpe) ( 
cue ' ct ' : coue « " \ cln~er t 1:'O!! to e ;.: p~ ry 1n t : arJ.:.no tl"lY' : '" 
eln » t ; 
tUne • (doubleJt / N; 
dayo: .. r ound (t ) ; 
break: 
cast tv' : cout < { "\n£ll.: e r tbie t o ~ )(plr ? In ~elc ! If . 
Cln » t ; 
tilDe ... t / 52; 
dllV' ... r ound(t'N/ 52j : 
break; 
case 'm' : cout « "\ nInter -:.b:1! t o expir y :n !Inn: }>.!! : H . 
Cli'l » t ; 
t~ ... t/ 12; 
dBv::! • roundlt ' (!l/ l Z)) ; 
break; 
cAle I t ' : cout « "' ntccer t l.te to I!Xpu:y ~ ~ ! ractic.:l of o:le trad l~;: yeo :!.! (252 day~) : "; 
cin » t; 
t i.lJ:le .. t, 
dayo: • round (t 'N) : 
break; 
4etault: coue ~< "\ nlnve.1id .';.1.:"i! ! c!lle
' 
Ple&!le rest :u:t }cc q:: ~. ' n· ; 
break; 
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used that result as our new run count noSims 
noSims = (numSims - l)/t. 
This way shorter options went through a larger number of simulation runs making the resulting 
estimation more reliable. The reason we chose this particular number is that it allows one to 
price exotic options written for an entire financial year i.e. t = 252 days, and still utilise a 
suitable simulation run count of20000 (twice the industry standard!). The reader should be wary 
of pricing long term options written beyond this date. It should be noted that for option time 
periods far beyond this limit the program does endure and produce a price but again caution 
should be exercised when dealing with this simulated price. This is for exotic options only, for 
vanilla options where we are not interested in modelling daily behaviour we simply used a fixed 
number of simulations fifty thousand. 
From the mainO method our program can take one of two branches and so on and so on. 
Rather than make this a user manual and go through each program path we will address the three 
major issues of this project (see Chapter 3) in the context of the possible paths the program may 
take. The source code used in this project is included, in it's entirety, at the end ofthis document 
in the appendix. 
5.1 Generating the Data 
While the exoticO and vanillaO functions use different forms of the time variable they both at 
some point call on the method stdNormO to generate the normal random variables needed in 
generating price movements. 
The stdNormO function generates normal random variables with user defined mean and vari-
ance. This method is not internal to the C++ class libraries and was built using the rejection 
method presented in Section 4 .1.1.1. Because this particular module is paramount to the entire 
pricing program we will examine it's full implementation in three separate parts and discuss 
some interesting details. 
The first segment of code we will look at is shown in Figure 5.3. Firstly, one must note 
that the stdNormO function requires one to define the length of the sequence, seqSize, of normal 
random variables. This sequence size information is quite important and has some very serious 
implications on the goodness of the normal random variables the method produces . This point 
will be discussed later on. If a mean and variance are not defined it is assumed that the user 
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wishes to generate a series of standard normal variables, N(O, 1). The first action to be performed 
is that of setting the seed of the built in C++ (pseudo) random number generator (RNG). For the 
purposes of our pricing method this conventional method of using system time to set the seed is 
sufficient; there are more complex and powerful ways of generating seeds but these are mainly 
used in high level security data encryption. The rest of the excerpt shows which variables need 
to be declared for use in the function and is fairly self explanatory. 
From here we hegin to follow the steps of the procedure laid out in Section 4.1.1.1 (see Figure 
5.4). The outer "for" loop will be run for the number of random variables the user has chosen 
to be generated. Now, steps one and two require the generation of independent exponential 
random variables. The generation of random variables which follow the exponential probability 
density function is also not a part of the standard C++ function library so we had to do this 
ourselves. Ross [II] notes that we can generate X, an exponential random variable, by the 
assignment X = -logU where U is a Uniform 0-1 random variable. The simple "trick" we 
employed to generate U1 and U2 is to divide randO, a random number produced by the C++ 
(pseudo) RNG, by RAND _MAX, the largest possible random number the RNG can produce. 
This produces a random number between zero and one. It was pointed out in the final paragraph 
of Section 4.1.1.1 that if one is generating a sequence of normal random variables we may use 
the Y exponential random variable from Step 3 as the initial exponential random variable in Step 
I. Step 3 is the check for whether our transformed random variable, Y, passes the rejection step 
test for normality. Ifit does pass the test the boolean placeholder pass is set to one (= true). But 
ifY fails the rejection step test then no combination ofYl = Y and Y2 will be valid and so we 
must not only check if we are performing the initial step for Step 1 but also if our Y variable 
failed the Step 3 test. This tidbit of information was found out after the program entered, without 
fail, "unexplainable" infinite loops every time it was run! From here we assign a sign, mean and 
standard deviation to the variable we have produced and then repeat this a number of, seqSize -
I, times and return the array Z which contains the number of requested normal variables. 
It is very important that one note that using the sequence extension is for more than just the 
reduced number of exponentials which have to be generated from U(O, 1). It is in fact a necessity 
if one want to get a series of variables which do indeed exhibit normal random behaviour. The 
reason for this lies in the seed-setting step, srand((unsignecl)( time(NULL)) ), shown in Figure 
5.3. If we were to call stdNorm(lO, 0, 1) the function would return to us ten standard normal 
random variables, but if we were to call stdNorm(l,O,l) ten times we would be returned an array 
of the same ten numbers! This is because the call to the program is so fast that in the seed-setting 
step, which uses the system clock to set the seed, the clock would not have had enough time 
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Figure 5 3' Generating a Normal Random Variable I ..
#include <cstdlib> 
#include <math. h> 
#include <limits.h> 
#inc1ude <time.h> 
using namespace std; 
double *stdNormCint seqSize, 
double mean = 0, 
double var = 1) 
{~-------
J 
srnnd( unslgned)( time( NULL») ); . 
,d r fl. 
double *Z = new double[seqSiz.:L 
double Yl, 
Y2, 
Y; 
float Ul, 
U2; .... , . . 
bool irutial = 1; 
bool invahdY = 1; 
Include 
necessary 
libraries 
'l3 •• 
Use system clo de to 
set the pseudo-random 
number generator seed 
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Figure 5.4: Generating a Normal Random Variable II 
for (int f=O; f<seqS!ze;f++){ 
bool pass = 0; 
while >:1,. a = iJ){ 
if(initial = 1 II inoahdY){ 
<:Vi = (f1oat)randOfRAND MAX~ 
Y1 - -(tiouble;,logCU t), 
}else{ 
Yl =Y; 
} 
'Trick' to generate 
Uni&om random 0-1 
number 
. ..JL2 E!len!51 alldO'Cft,'~O~AX, 
Q 2 = (double)-log(U2): -~-----':::"----J Inverse transform 
method to generate 
} 
if(Y~ - (double)pow(Yl - 1,2)/2> O){ 
Y = Y2 - pow(Y 1-1,2)12., 
"" SS = 1: 
} 
exponentllli random 
vanable 
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} 
Figure 5.5: Generating a Nonnal Random Variable III 
; 
if (double)randOIRAND _MAX> 05){ 
Z[f] = - Y 1 *pow(var,O. 5) + mean; 
}else{ 
Z[f] = Yl *pow(var,O.5) + mean; 
} 
initial = 0; 
returnZ; 
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, , 
to increment. So in the millisecond it takes to call stdNormO ten times the seed, and therefore 
the resulting nonnal, would not have changed and the detenninistic algorithm would produce the 
same nonnal number. This lack of randomness, pseudo though it may be, wreaked havoc initially 
with the pricing because the underlying price movements on which the final Monte Carlo price 
relied were not, even superficially, random at all. So mUltiple calls to the stdNormO function 
were avoided. In fact what we did was make one call to the nonnal generating function at the 
very beginning of the exoticO module to generate a pool of 5040001 , nonnal random variables 
we could call on. 
The technique we use outlined in Section 4.1.1.1 is designed to produce independent nonnal 
random variables. As a check we exported a sample of 252 nonnal random variables generated 
by this stdNormO function, each having mean 0.000379167 and variance 0.00130952, to a sep-
arate statistical package (the R Foundation free statistical computing software) and examined 
the Quantile-Comparison Graph or Q-Q Plot. The resulting plot is shown in Figure 5.6. The 
plot of the points is approximately linear and falls within the defined boundaries (dashed lines 
in diagram). The boundaries themselves are calculated internally by R and included in the plot 
without any need for us to define them. We ran this same test a number oftimes with different 
groupings of differing sizes and attained the same results. Thus we can say from our tests at least 
that the variables being generated by our function are indeed nonnal in nature. One may be a 
bit tentative in accepting this but given that the main aim of this project is to produce a working 
program we will accept this widely accepted technique without too much interrogation. So we 
proceed under the assumption that the rejection method is sound. 
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Figure 5.6: Normal Quantile Comparison Plot 
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Figure 5.7: Generating the Standard Normals for Vanilla 
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;Ut(J :{<r: tJ.od!: t l')Z ~w,se'FteTl t use ..t ~ t l . e- s.l.n.ul<1Uon ,:~ pdYO:tt:S .,' 
3tdNOrms ~ stdNorm (numSuma,O,l); 
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So having a way to generate normal random variables we will show where exactly this func-
tion fits into our program. As we mentioned earlier there are differences in the way one goes 
about using simulation to arrive at a Monte Carlo estimate of the price of vanilla and exotic 
European options. 
Vanilla Option 
Under risk-neutral probabilities, St can be expressed as 
St = sexp {(r - a2/ 2)t + aVtZ} , 
where Z is a standard normal random variable [12]. So given that a user has entered a time, t, 
to expiry and we have defined the number of simulation runs as fifty thousand, we generate fifty 
thousand standard normal variables, see Figure 5.7. These standard normals are subsequently 
passed, one by one to the payoff function of whatever vanilla option has been selected. The 
normal variable is used to calculate the expiry time, t, price of the stock and the payoff is returned. 
Exotic Options 
With exotic options things are a bit more involved. In the vanillaO module we were producing 
one simulated price per simulation. With the exoticO it seemed logical, after noting the "weak-
ness" of the stdNormO function, to generate for each run an array of size t = days, and pass 
this on to whichever exotic payoff function had been selected. This did seem to work reasonably 
well for options with a large number of days till expiry as it gave the clock and hence the srandO 
seeding function time to reset. But, for options defined on a lower number of days we faced the 
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Figure 5.8: Use of Standard Normals in Vanilla 
#.inc lude <c3td ll.b > 
#include <~ostream> 
#i.nclude <rna:ch. h> 
using namespace std: 
#include "stdNortG. h" 
#~nclude "staCi stlc~. h H 
#de t , ne numS1rns 50000 
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same problem mentioned earlier and hit price "spikes" i.e. for the periods when the time did 
not change we would generate a high frequency of the same price and hence payoff. Finally we 
decided that the best course of action was to simply generate the entire sequence of normals; an 
array of size numSims, where numSims is the number of normal random variables to be used in 
the simulations i.e. 504001 (see the opening paragraphs of Chapter 5 for an explanation of how 
this array will be eventually used). The length of the stock prices array, the data set we are inter-
ested in , on the other-hand maintained a size oft and we simply overwrote the values of the array 
for each subsequent simulation run, this is all shown in Figure 5.9, for now you may disregard 
*antiNorms and *antiStockPrices. These are used for variance reduction purposes and will be 
explained later on. We used the variables shown in Figure 5.6 to test this price sequence genera-
tion algorithm. We read the variables into an array and plotted them using MS Excel, the results 
are shown in Figure 5.10. At this initial stage the data appears to exhibit reasonable randomness 
and no trend, two qualities we absolutely need our price series to exhibit. Upon generating a 
price sequence what was left to do was to pass the stockPrices[j array to the appropriate exotic 
payoff function for use in calculating the payoff of the option. 
The data generation stage was probably the biggest hurdle because of the subtle nuances 
which caused such big problems in terms of price instability and the difficulty involved in tracing 
the source of the problem. Next we discuss the pricing program itself, this section is brief as 
putting the program together structurally was quite straightforward. 
5.2 The Pricing Program 
The high level, overall aim ofthis paper was to create a program which is easy to use, understand, 
modify and be relevant for some time to come. The ease of use of the program lies in requesting 
the needed information from the user with, firstly, logically ordered questions and secondly ask-
ing those questions concisely but with enough information that ambiguity is avoided. The future 
relevance of the program is intrinsic to the language chosen to write it in, C++. This choice 
of implementation language was actually chosen after a long stint with Matlab which did not 
provide the same flexibility when modifying the code at lower levels. 
The ease of understanding and modification are both directly tied into the modularity of 
the program, which is shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.11. Each type of option has it's own 
independently functioning module, as do all supporting functions. Because the program is highly 
modularised, modification to a part of the structure can be done with minimal effort. This means 
one does not have to go mining through lines and lines of code looking for where to add or change 
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Figure 5.9: Generating the Normals for Exotics 
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Figure 5.10: Plot of Stock Price Sequenc-'-e ___ _ 
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Project Clarses II oebU91 
'" g Proiectl 
asiaCaII.cpp 
asiaCan.h 
barrieLcPP 
barrief.h 
blackSchoies.cpp 
blackSchole •. h 
~xolic.cpp 
e)(()tic.h 
Iookback.cpp 
Iookback.h 
monteMaincpp 
statistic;.cpp 
statistics.h 
l tciNorm.cpp 
, tdNorm.h 
sldNormCDF cpp 
.tdNormCDF.h 
vanillacpp 
vanilla.h 
Figure 5.11: Pricing Project Structure 
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some payoff function and if a more efficient normal random number generator is discovered it can 
be easily slotted into the mix. As we stated earlier the program could be made more streamlined 
by the use of templates and inheritance but because it is intended for financial students andlor 
professionals who may not be familiar with these aspects of the language we opted not to. It 
was felt that too much complexity would detract from an understanding of the principal aim of 
the project which was the study of the mathematical finance concepts involved in pricing exotic 
options. 
The next section details one aspect that did not fit so cleanly into the package, that of variance 
reduction. 
5.3 Variance Reduction 
Variance reduction was slightly more tricky to deal with than the other two pillars because of the 
nature of the procedure. For the case of barrier options we had to deal with an option-dependent 
variance reduction technique; Conditional Expectation (refer to Section 1.1.6.1) . So where we 
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Figure 5.12: Control Variate Implementation I 
/ " .T}~ex 5hOuJd h4V~ .;;elecc~ T.r1:. .l '; .~ type Q-:: e::ot..l'; op(.~o~ th~y wrlnt 
t o p.=.1 c o: ~j 
""'itch (abc) ( 
case ta': runPayof~[O] = aSlaCall(~tockPrice~/t,K,r,PS); 
if (varRedAlt == ' y'){ 
terop(O] = aSiaCall(antiStockPrices,t,K,r,PS}: 
runPayoff[O] - (temp[O] + runPayoff[O])/ 2 ; 
if (varRedl ~= 'yJ){ 
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sumBSPayot~8 +~ callPayoft(stockPrices [c-l],S); 
payoff[1] = runPayoff[O]; 
sumPayoffs += payoff[i]; 
hreak; 
were originally just calling the barrierO function we were now calling it with an added variance 
reduction flag which dictated the course of action the function undertook. We implemented three 
different types of variance reduction techniques, all of which are discussed from a theoretical 
point of view in Chapter I Section 1.1.6.1. 
The first type of variance reduction technique we implemented was that of control variates, 
and required us to keep track of the simulated price of an at-the-money call option. Figure 5.12 
shows where this step takes place in the case that we are pricing an Asian option and one wishes 
to utilise control variates. If a user has indeed selected to use control variates then the character 
placeholder varRedl is set to y' indicating yes and the sum of simulated Black-Scholes payoffs, 
sumBSPayojfs, is updated. sumBSPayojfs will be eventually used in estimating the simulated 
price of an at-the-money vanilla call option, at the end of the Monte Carlo pricing procedure 
(Figure 5.13). The variable bS, shown in Figure 5.13, is the analytical Black Scholes price of 
an at-the-money call option, which had been calculated earlier using the parameters defined by 
the user for the exotic option. From the same figure price[Oj is the simulated final price of the 
option we have chosen to price. The idea is thatprice[Oj will be accordingly adjusted depending 
on whether we have been consistently under or overestimating our prices since BSPayojJ would 
have been calculated from the same price series. Thus the positive or negative bias of (bs -
BSPayojJ) is used to recalibrate price[Oj. 
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Figure 5.13: Control Variate Implementation II 
price[O] = sumPayoffs/noS 1ma; 
.. !r t ne t;!:e.c ba.:; c." '.' (!O!l /; 0 Wic cont:::ol "'d.t'~ He r.edcct.lOD f.r.~ 
t 1.! .::;w! nr.- v ..! .i.1 be ne~de.i .. / 
BSPayof:f = exp(-r't/N)',umBSPayoffs/noS1m.; 
if (varRedl a_ 'yl) { 
price[O] + (bS - BSP~yoff) ; 
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For the second type of variance reduction technique we implemented conditional expecta-
tion reduction (Section 1.1.6.1). This particular variance reduction technique is unique to down-
and-in and up-and-in barrier options. The technique relies on manipulating the actual payoff 
function and as such is dealt with within the barrierO function itself. The call to the barrierO 
function is made in the exoticO module (Figure 5.14), but along with the usual information we 
also pass the character data held in varRed2, which in this case indicates whether or are not to 
use conditional expectation variance reduction. The implementation of the actual methodology 
is shown in Figure 5. 15. Upon breaching the barrier v the system breaks and, if variance re-
duction has been chosen, uses Black Scholes formula to calculate the payoff of the run. This 
payoff is saved and returned in payoff[1). the exoticO program checks to see if the conditional 
expectation flag was set and sets the payoff of the run to runPayoff[1} accordingly (see Figure 
5.14). The mUltiple if loops in Figure 5.14 are there to deal with the different combinations of 
variance reduction which could be implemented together, in this case we must deal with condi-
tional expectation in combination with antithetic variates or not and vice versa. Control variate 
reduction works quite independently of the other two and so does not have to be included in the 
myriad of if-else loops shown in the figure. 
And finally we used antithetic variable variance reduction. This variance reduction tech-
nique is accessible to all option types. This method is quite straightforward but does require the 
declaration of extra arrays (shown in Figure 5.9) and rerunning the same exotic option payoff 
function with the transformed antiStockPrices[J matrix. An example of this implementation is 
shown in Figure 5.16. From the figure; varRedAlt is the character indicator of whether we are to 
use antithetic variates, if we are then the payoff function, lookbackO, is rerun but this time with 
the stock prices developed from an array of normal variables which are negatively correlated 
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Figure 5.14: Conditional Expectation Implementation I 
case Ib l : runPavo~t • barrter(~tockP~lce~lt,K,3 lama . r,S,v , UD ,v6rRec~) ; 
:l£ , a t:RedAlt. ..... t Y I I 1 vll.::Rc d~ .. ... • '/' ) ( 
1~ (v~rRedllt _. 'v' ) { 
CeDI' .. barr let: (aut.l.:3t OC:kPrlce3 , t,K.S lQt:Oa,r,S,v, UD,varRe:dZ} : 
runFayo~~[OJ • ( templ O] ~ ~unp~yotf ( O] ~/Z ; 
1:unP9Ivo:f:f(1.] "" ( t.e"m';>(1] + l:'Utl.Pavoff[ l ] )/2 ; 
1~ (va:P~2 -- '?')( 
po-yo:!:! [ t) .. nmPayott [ tj ; 
l e~se( 
paVOft[t ) - r'J.nl'"vo!t(OJ ; 
) e1se ( 
PI!l¥ott:(11 • runP6:~.rotf i ll; 
)e~S8( 
'P6vot't [ 11 • t' IJnPayoft r 1; 
i :t' (v8rRe dl .... 'y') { 
5un'~~ayo:l:= +- cal.lPayoI1. (9t.OCK.P:!.· 1~S ( t-l) , 5); 
3um~avoi:3 +- pavott ( l) ; 
.bre4k; 
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Figure 5.15: Conditional Expectation Implementation II 
i~ (UD - - la' I I UD CD 'b
'
)( 
~ IN", c.t:e: Jc to s~e ~ = :' he bdL'.t' .1 e!" ; , ~~ b.t.' ~Q ched. . 
It usee: nels .:Jelt:ct~Ci (<!JJ t:}~ en t;te ore. vn ' com~~ tv l..$,t'r~ ' 
",t.'l~£:' :tl.l~e 1 C t'1ce~ cle.Je~ "'/ 
~or (int x·a ; x < t : x++) { 
T++; 
if (etock(x] < v){ 
1- (int)pow ( I-l,Z); 
break; 
/.:.r 
) 1 1~o r 
}else{ 
1 # '/t't! L· ~e..:1: e sa~.1.t: ell ~ b4.!:!':.le.!: v ':'5 Q ~· p.aci'Jed . 
~ user nd.S sel ~·,; ted ( J the.,,: ete op cl on ' t: ~ t o jl ;~ ' 
0' :. ·r..r.1.se .1 t.. r !!ce!O ~ede!l ' / 
for (int X~O ; x < e ; x++){ 
T++; 
if (stock(x] > VI ( 
I - (int)pow (I-l , Z); 
break; 
} " ~ t: 
) //~vl: 
if ( (UD -= 'a' II UD·'" 'e l ) "vsrRed ==- 'yl){ 
payotf[l] - I'blackScholee(stock[T-l], 
(doub1e) (t-T) I N, K, s,gma, r ) ; 
i:f ("tock [t-1] > K) ( 
payoff [0] a exp(-r't/N) *I' (3tock[t-l] - K); 
return payoff; 
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Figure 5.16: Antithetic Variates Implementation I 
case Ie' : runPayo~:f[O ] ., lookbe.ck (a:tockPricea, t,K,r,raH) ; 
if (varRedAlt .~ ' yl){ 
temp [OJ - lookback(ant1StockPr ices,t,K,r,mM): 
runPayo~t(O] = (temp(O] + runPayoff(O))/2; 
if (varRedl == 'yl){ 
surnBSPayot:fs + .... callPayoff (stockPrices [C-l] , S) ; 
payotf(>] - runPayoff ( O] ; 
3umPayoffs += payoff(>]; 
break; 
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with our original series of normal random variables. The average of the two payoff returns is 
then set as the payoff for that particular run. 
Running the three variance reduction techniques in tandem got a bit tricky as one can see 
from the multiple if statements of Figure 5.14 and the results of this, and the program in general, 
are discussed in Chapter 6. Note that the program is presented in full in the appendix. 
Chapter 6 
Data Analysis and Results 
6.1 Data Analysis and Results 
The main result of our project was the pricing program itself which is available in its entirety 
on the disk accompanying this write-up . The reader is encouraged to test this program to their 
hearts content or even use it as a reference for their own pricing endeavours. A second less 
prominent aim of our pricing project was to investigate whether Monte Carlo simulation is an 
optimal approach to producing stable exotic option pricings. So the focus was not necessarily to 
see if simulation estimation would work and we would indeed get some reasonable pricings, the 
point was to see how well it would work. We performed extensive checking ofthe main pricing 
program for correctness, efficiency and validity by running several diagnostic programs which 
we designed and are included on the CD. 
The test programs allow one to define the number of times they want to run a full Monte Carlo 
estimation with the same parameters. If the reader chooses to implement variance reduction then 
the test programs will produce, using the same set of parameters and random variables, both 
non-variance reduced and variance reduced results. This is to ensure there is no biasedness due 
to sequence fluctuation and allows for fair comparisons when considering whether the variance 
reduction techniques were truly effective. The test program screen is shown in Figure 6.1. 
The results from the test programs were written to a text file (.txt) which are also included 
on the accompanying software disk. Ifvariance reduction is used in the testing process then the 
respective text file consists of two columns the first being the non-variance reduced prices and 
the second being that with all variance reduction techniques applied. Writing the results to a 
separate text document gives the added flexibility of later exporting and analysing the data on a 
separate and independent medium. 
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t:;~ .. ro 6.1 : Test Screen-shot 
p:rogram 
as us ual 
then you mu.st enter a value 10 1 of 00'" t:lany times you want to run 
s imulation. Note: 'n' is HOt t he number of siMUlations you want 
:run .. i t is the number of tifllf!S you \.,ant to run a full " onte Carlo 
pres ent stock :pl·i ce S: 100 
t il1'lc to expil."y in days t: ? 
s t ock volat ility s i g Aa : .. 33 
l~ i:;k free intel"es:t l'a te }"= .. 85 
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like to price <~> a maximum lookback option or ( b) a minimum lookback 
stl'ike pl'ice H: 104 
ma ny tes ts \o}ould you. lil<e to run with t he above paral!leters? 
you like tu employ the contl"ol ua !t"iate va riance :reduction ll'Iet llod < 
'n} ) ? y 
you l ike to u~e antit hetic varia bles for variance reduction? Note 
ma y be used on any opt i on: n 
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The source code which is the basis of this project is included at the end of this paper and on 
the supplementary software disk. On the whole the program and techniques implemented were 
validated. In the following chapter we present the conclusions we drew from observation of our 
test program results. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
The aims of this project included: 
• Constructing a working program which used Monte Carlo simulation techniques to effi-
ciently price exotic options thereby, 
• demonstrating the use of the C++ programming language as a simulation tool in the effi-
cient pricing of exotic European options. 
• Extending the basic problem of simulation pricing and including variance reduction by 
conditional expectation, control and antithetic variates. 
The following sections give our thoughts on how closely our intentions were satisfied as well as 
some conclusions related to the process itself. 
7.1 Conclusions 
It turned out that a major part of our program hinged on our being able to efficiently generate 
normal random variables (Pillar I, see Chapter 3). We opted to use the rejection method outlined 
in Section 4.1.1.1. Some changes were necessary to make the technique viable using C++ but 
in the end it could be concluded that the module responsible for generating normal random 
variables worked (see Figure 5.6). Once this was taken care of we were indeed able to construct a 
modularized, easily extend-able program which effectively made use of Monte Carlo simulation 
techniques to price lookback, Asian and barrier exotic options. 
It was mentioned that we were not only interested in testing theories of variance reduction 
techniques on their own but also in combination with each other. Antithetic and control variates 
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worked better on their own rather than in combination with each other. And while they did not 
work well with each other (in some cases resulting in higher variance than when not using vari-
ance reduction at all!) on their own they validated themselves as variance reduction techniques. 
Referring again to using the two techniques in combination it was in fact found that control vari-
ates in combination with any of the other variance reduction techniques resulted in increased 
variance. This was true of barrier options which had the unique characteristic of being the only 
option type which could implement conditional expectation variance reduction refer to Section 
1.1.6.1. The barrier options were also unique in that they were the only options to exhibit an 
improvement in variance reduction when variance reduction combinatorics were employed. It 
was found for the set of barrier options results that conditional expectation in combination with 
antithetic variates resulted in the lowest price standard deviation. It should also be noted that 
because of the way that we implemented the barrier option pricing algorithm, actually the entire 
program, we did not reap the added benefit of having to generate fewer normal random variables 
since we generated that entire sequence at the very beginning of the program. But, again, it 
was necessary for us to follow this route of generating all the normal random variables at the 
beginning of the program because of the issues mentioned in Chapter 5, Section 5.1. Ultimately 
we validated variance reduction and even unveiled the interesting information concerned with 
combining the variance reduction techniques mentioned above. 
7.2 Contributions 
This thesis has provided an extensive list of option prices, variances and comparisons of variance 
reduction technique implementations. Thus results obtained independently could be compared 
using the table and the .txt files included on the accompanying disk to test separate programs and 
techniques. 
The program in itself is a novel contribution to the field, and while there are some esoteric 
intricacies here and there in the source code it is structurally simple enough to be understood 
by a novice financial programmer but powerful enough to be useful to a mathematical finance 
maestro! 
7.3 Future Work 
As with all computer based endeavours the program could always be made faster, more diverse 
and a more user friendly GUI would aid in its adoption by individuals and groups. From a 
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statistical point of view a number of efficiency improving techniques were not fully utilized 
because of the way we had to generate our normal random variables; all at once at the beginning 
of the program. This means that the added advantages of conditional expectation (see [12]) could 
be acquired and also the slight gain in efficiency and simulation time mentioned by Ross and 
Shanthilcumar in [13] when simulating Asian options would also be taken advantage of. It would 
as well be interesting to find out why exactly control variates tend to result in inflated variance 
about the true value when used in combination with other variance reduction techniques. 
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Appendix A 
Additional Material 
MainO and Supporting methods 
1 + =~ __ . ~=:= •••• S._===_._.~=== __ ••••• =~~C_.S3= __ .a • •• _~=~ •• _.=== •••• ~ •• ==:2 • • 
This code is Copyright (e) 2006, Tawuya 0 R Nhongo. 
* Permission to use this code for non - commercial purposes 
is hereby given, provided proper reference is made to; 
Nhongo. T.D.R. (2006). "pricing Bxotic Options using C++", 
Statistics Department, Rhodes University, Republic of South Africa 
or the published version when available. 
This reference is still required when using modified versions of the code. 
This notice should be maintained in modified versions of the code . 
Ne warranty is given regarding the correctness of this code. 
ninclude <cstdlib> 
#include <iostream> 
#include <math.h> 
using namespace std; 
#include ~exotic.h" 
#include "vanilla.h" 
I - we define the variable N, which represents the total number of trading 
days in a year ~I 
#define N 252 
int main () 
Ilwe will need to solicit some information from our aspiring financial analyst 
double S, II present price of the stock 
sigma, II stock volatility 
r; II risk free interest rate 
double *Price ~ new double[2}; 1* will contain Monte carlo price of whichever option is chosen and 
variance of our Monte Carlo price *1 
char timeType; II for added flexibility diff. time frames used when specifying option parameters 
doubl e t; II time till option expiry, could be in days, weeks, months or fraction of year 
double time; I I proportion of a trading year option is for. Used in vanilla( ) option method 
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int days; 1/ exact number of days option is for. Used in exotic(} option method 
char VE • '\0'; II char placeholder of what type of option user wants to price; Vanilla or Exotic 
bool valid. 0; II boolean f lag which tells us whether valid character has been inputted 
while (valid !_ 1) {//check to see that either 'v' vanilla or exotic is chosen 
cout < < "Would you like t o price a (v) vanilla or (e) Exotic opt.ion? ". 
cin:.:.VE; 
if(VE != 'v' && VE I- 'e'){ 
couc « "Error ! please ent.er either the character 'v' or 'c'\n-; 
)else{ 
valid 1; Ilok, VE is valid we can move on 
cout < < "Enter present stock price S: n. 
cin » S; 
caut < < "\nwould you like to enter the time to expiry as\n (d) Days, \n (wj Weeks, fm) Months or\n" < < 
"(f)a fract ion of a trading year? "; 
cin » timeType; 
/* User is given choice of timescales to choose from but at heart the time variable will always 
be some fraction of a full years 252 trading days *1 
s witch(timeType) ( 
case 'd': cout < < " \nEnter time to expiry in t.rading days: 
cin » t; 
t.ime - (double)t/N; 
days - round(t); 
break; 
case 'w': cout < < "\nEnt.er t.ime to expiry in weeks : "; 
cin » t; 
time t/52; 
days round(t*N/52); 
break; 
case 'm': cout < < "\nEnter time to expiry in months: 
cin > > t; 
time 
days 
break; 
t /12 ; 
round(t*(N/12)) ; 
case 'f': cout « "\nEnter t.ime to expiry as fraction of year (252 days): 
cin » t; 
t.ime = t; 
days = round (t. *N) ; 
break; 
default: cout « "\nInvalid time scale! Please r estart program.\n"; 
break; 
APPENDIX A. ADDITIONAL MATERIAL 
cout < < "\nEnter stock volatility sigma: "; 
cin ,.> sigma; 
cout < < "\nEnter risk free interest rate r: ~. 
cin ,.:> r; 
cout« " \n"; 
double mhu - r - pow(sigma,2)/2; II mean c u = (r -sigma~2/2) 
double 5ig m sigma; II Standard deviation. sigma. 
/ - Did user select to price an exotic or a vanil la type option? 
Whatever the choice it dictates what route we follow */ 
switch (VE) 
{ case 'v' 
case 'e' 
default: 
Price ~ van illa(S,time ,mhu, sig,r); 
break; 
Price. exotic(S,days,mhu,sig,r); 
break; 
break; 
cout < < "The Monte-Carlo price of t h e option you have selected is : " < < Price (0) < < 
" . \nWith variance: ~ « Price[l) « ".Please come again l \n"; 
system (" PAUSE" ) ; 
return 0; 
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/ - Following functions return descriptive statistics of mean, variance and covariance of data sets - j 
#include <math . h> 
double average(double X[],int size) { 
double sum ~ 0.0; 
f or (in t i • 0; i < size; i++){ 
sum += XCi); 
return (double) sum/size; 
double variance(double X(),int size) ( 
double varSum • 0.0; 
double Xbar • average(X,size); 
for (int i • 0; i < size; i++J{ 
varSum +_ pow(X[i) - Xbar,2); 
return (double)varSumj(size-l); 
double covariance (double X[}, double Y[), int size){ 
double covSum - 0.0; 
double Xbar 
double Ybar 
ave r age (X, size) ; 
average (Y, size) ; 
APPENDIX A. ADDITIONAL MATERIAL 
for (int i • 0; i < size; i~+){ 
covSum += tX[i ] - Xbar ) + (Y(iJ - Ybar); 
return (dauble)covsum/fsize - l); 
#include <cstdlib> 
#include <iostream> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <time, h> 
using namespace std; 
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1+ The following method uses the rej ection method to simulate a normal random variable*/ 
double ~ stdNorm(int seqSize , 1/ number of normal random variables to be genera t ed 
double mean ~ 0, II mean of normal praba.blility density function. default is zero 
double var = 1) 1/ variance of normal variable, default is one 
srand ( (unsigned ) ( time ( NULL ) ) ; II set the random number generator seed using system c lock time 
double *z _ new double(seqsize];/I array which will hold our normal random variables 
double Yl, II exponent i al r andom variable 
Y2, II exponentia l r andom variable 
Y; Ilexponential random variable used when generating a sequence of normal random variables 
f loat U1 , II Uniform (0,1) random numbe r 
U2; II Uniform (0, 1) random number 
bool initial. 1 ; II boolean flag which checks if we are generat ing the f i rst norma l 
bool invalidY • 1; II boolean flag wh ich checks that Y from Step 3 has not been inval idated 
for (int f ~O; f<seqS ize; f++){ 
bool pass - 0;11 boolean flag for our Step 3 checkpoint 
while (pass ~. Ol{ 
if (init.ial II invalidY) { 
I ~ Step 1: Generate Y1, an exponential random variable with rate 1~ 1 
U1 _ (float.) rand (l l RAND_MAX; 
Yl _ - (double)log(U1 ) ; II Inverse transform method 
}else{ 
Yl .. Y; 
}II iflel se 
I~Step 2: Generate Y2, an exponen t ia l random variable with rate 1~1 
U2 • (floatlrand()/RAND_MAX; 
Y2 : (double)-log(U2 ) ; II Inverse t ransform method 
I ~ Step 3: If Y2 - (Yl - 1 ) ~2/2 > 0, set Y • Y2 - {Yl _11 A2 /2 and go to Step 4. 
Otherwise go to Step 1 ~1 
if (Y2 - (double)pow(Yl - 1,2)/2 > ol{ 
Y - Y2 - pow{Yl-l,2)/2; 
pass", 1; 
APPENDIX A. ADDITIONAL MATERIAL 
invalidY = 0; 
}else (invalidY -I; J 
) /Iwhile 
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/ +Step 4: Generate a random number U and set Z = +-Yl if U<20,5 or U>0.5 respectively +/ 
if (( double l rand( )/RAND_MAX > a.S){ 
Z(f} • -Yl*pow(var , O.S) + mean; 
}else{ 
Z[f) .. Yl*pow(var, 0.5) + mean; 
)/1 if/else 
initial .. 0 ; 
II/for 
return Z; 
jl/scdNorm 
/1 Copyright 1992-2004 Datasim Component Technology BV 
II Authors; Daniel Duffy. Robe r t Demming 
// 
/1 This fil e is part of the Datasim Financial Tool kit 
II 
/1 Datasim Component Technology, Schipluidenlaa n 4, 
/1 1062 Amsterdam, The Netherlands (www.datasim. nl) 
II 
/1 Permission to modify the code and to distribute modified code is 
II granted, provided the text of this NOTICE is retained, a notice that 
1/ the code was modified is included wi th the above COPYRI GHT NOTICE. 
II 
II LICENSOR MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED . 
II By way of example, but not limitat ion, Licensor MAKES NO 
II REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABIL ITY OR FITNESS FOR k~ 
II PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR TF~T THE USE OF THE LICENSED SOFTWARE 
II COMPONENTS OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY PATENTS, 
II COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS. 
II 
#include <mach.h> 
double n(double xl 
double A - 1.0/sqrt(2.0 
r eturn A * exp(-x*x*0.5l; 
double stdNormCDP(double x l 
3.1415l; 
II The approximation t o the cumulative normal distribution 
double al - 0 .4361836 ; 
doubl e a2 • - 0.1201676; 
double a3 _ 0.9372980; 
double k .. 1 .0/(1. 0 + (0 . 33267 * xl ); 
if (x >= 0.0) { 
return 1.0 
}else{ 
n (x) .. (al *k + (aZ*k*k ) + (a3 *k*k*k )); 
retu rn 1. 0 - stdNormCDF (-xl; 
#include <cstdlib> 
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#include <ioscream> 
#include <mach.h> 
using namespace std ; 
#include "st.cillormCDF.h" 
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/* We implement t he famous black scholes formula _> c. S(O)I( w) - Ke~ - rtI( w - sigmaRoot(t)) * j 
double blackScholes(double 5, 1/ security price 
double C, omega; 
double t, I/time to expiry 
double K, {Istrike p r ice 
double sigma, Ilstock volatility 
double rl II risk f r ee interest rate 
omega. ( r*t + pow(sigma,2);t/2 - log (Kia) ) I (sigma*pow(t,O.S)); 
C - B*stdNormCDF(omega) - K*exp{-r*t) *stdNormCDF(omega - sigma*pow(t,o.S)); 
return C; 
VanillaO 
#include <cstdlib> 
#include <iostream> 
#include <math.h> 
using namespace std; 
#include "stdNorm.h" 
#include ~statistics . h" 
#define numSims 50000 
1* The following callI) method works by , f i r s t ly, simula ting the time t , 
termination da te of cont r act, price of t he stock and then using this in 
calculating the payo ff of a C(s,t,K) ca ll contract *1 
double call(double s, II stock price 
double z, II normal random va ri able 
double t, /I time to matu rity a s fraction of 252 day year 
double K, /I strike price 
double u , /I mhu 
double sig) { /I volatility sigma 
double St, II Time t value of stock 
payoff:O.O; 1* payoff of standard European call option, we initialize it 
to ze r o so if option is not in money we simply return zero *1 
St. s*exp(u*t + sig*pow(t,O.5)*z); 
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if (St :> K) ( 
payoff. St - K;/*else payoff remains. 0 thus simulated => 1St - K)+ */ 
return payoff i 
} /leall 
double callPayoff(double 5, double K){ 
double payoff. 0 . 0; 
if (s :> K){ 
payoff • s - K; 
return payoff; 
} Ileall 
/* Pricing a vanilla Eur opean options me ans that we only need to know the terminal 
price SIt) of our stock, wh ich requi res us to simula t e a SINGLE lognormal random 
variable per simulation run */ 
double *vanilla{double S, II p r esent price of stock 
double t, I/time to expiry as fraction of year 
double mhu , 1/ mean of our lognormal random variable 
double sigma, II stock volatility 
double r){ /1 interest rate 
double *payoff = new double [numSirns] ; /1 payoff from simulation run 
double K; I I strike price of option 
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double *price • new double[ 2); l*price(Ol -> Mont e Carlo simulated price of ou r vanilla option, 
price(1] -> vuriance *1 
cout « n\nEnter s trike price K: "i 
cin » K; 
char cp: '\0'; II character placeholder of t ype of vanilla option to price: Call or Put 
bool valid_a; I I boolean flag wh ich tells us whether valid character has been inputted 
while (valid !-1J{ 
coue < < "Enter (e) for Call or (p) for Put.: ". 
cin » CP; 
if (CP I,. 'p' && CP I", 'c'){ 
cout « "Error: Please enter either the charcter (e) or (p) ! \ n "; 
}e lse{ 
valid .. 1; 
double *stdNorms new double{numSims];I * matrix which will hold ALL 
standard normal variables for 
thi s pricing *1 
1* The standard normals are created to be passed to the call() and 
put() methods for subsequent use i n the simulation of payoffs *1 
stdNorms = stdNorm(numSims,O,1); 
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double sumpayoffs = 0; II the sum of all our calls to the call i) or put t) methods 
double C - 0; / * Value of ca ll option with user selected parameters. Whether pricing call or put 
we wi ll use this variable * / 
for (int 120 ; i<numSims ; i++){ 
payoff{il • ca ll(S,5tdNorms[i) , t,K , mhu,sigma) ; II make call to calli) here 
sumPayoffs +~ payoff[i); 
C • exp(-r*t)*sumPayoffs/numSims; II whether we price a put or call this value is be needed 
/ * If our user has decided to price a Eu r opean ca ll option then we merely set price to C othe rwise , 
if the use has chosen to price a put opt ion use the relation; 
P • K*exp(-r*t) + C - S, where P - price of put opt ion. K - strike price, r - risk neutral interest 
rate, t - time to expiry in years, C - price of c a ll option with same parameters and 5 - init i al stock 
price, */ 
if (CP ... 'c' ){ 
price [0) • C; 
}else { 
price(O) • K* expf-r*t) ~ C - S; 
delete [] stdNorms; 
price [1) = variance (payoff, numSims) ; 
r eturn price; 
} / /vanilla 
ExoticO 
"include <cstdlib> 
#include <iostream> 
"include <math.h> 
using name space std; 
#include "statistics.h Tl 
#include "asiaCall.h" 
ffinclude "barrier.h n 
#include "lookback . h" 
#/inc l ude "blackScholes. h" 
#include "vanilla.h" 
#i nc lude "stdNorm.h" 
#define N 252 
#define numSims 5040001 /* to start with we set our numsimulations to 5040000 because 
the actual number of simulations we will run is this number 
divided the numbe r of days the users option has been defined for. 
We use this particular number because it is at this level that even if 
an option is wri t ten for a n entire yea r we still generate 20000 
simulations which is adaqua te . */ 
/ * Exotic option pricing requires us to generate lognormal variables for not only 
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the time t price of our stock but indeed lognormal variables fo r everyday of the 
options lifetime. When pricing exotic options we are concerned wi th e nd of day prices; 
it is these prices which are used i n calculating the average, barrier or maximum 
of an option for Asian, Barrier and Lookback options respectively. */ 
double *exot ic(double S, 1/ ini tial stock price 
int t, //days to expiry 
double mhu, II mean mhu 
double sigma, 1/ security volatility 
double r){ If risk free interest rate 
int nosims - round((numSims-l ) /t); 
; - Our mean and variance have to be adjusted accordingly * j 
double mean _ mhu/N, 
double var _ pow(sigma,2)/N ; 
double K • - 1; I/strike price, if an option does not use this then i t's passed as -1 
double sumPayoffs 3 0; II sum of simulated payoff s 
double *price • new double[2);I* Returned pointer will conta i n Mont e Carlo price and 
variance of simulation *1 
1* Now for che sake of accuracy it has been found that instead 
of r egenerating a seed for each subsequent simulation run, we 
gene race one long list and draw from chis uni-seeded list. Thus 
we will create a Single long array of normal movements. We will 
maintain a stock price list of length t and simply overwrite t he 
values in our stockPrices arr ay on each run but using different 
normal values *1 
1* norma ls is a matrix which wil l contain generated independent 
normals " I 
double ~normals z new double{numSims); 
1* antiNorms is the matrix of normals negatively correlated 
antithetic variables *1 
double *antiNorms - new double(numSims) ; 
1* security price sequence, includes i ntermediate day prices as 
well, every jth price is end of day price*1 
doubl e ks tockPrices - new double (t); 
1* We use antithetic variables and thus need a second matrix of 
resultant stock pr ices *1 
doubl e *antiStockPr ices _ new double[t); 
1* we fill our empty normals array with normal random va r i ables 
wi th the appropriate mean and variance *1 
normals: stdNorm(numSims,mean,var); 
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char abc; II characte r placehol der of type of exotic user wants to price: Asian, barrier or lookback 
bool validOp ~ 0; II boolean f lag which tells us whether valid character has been inputted 
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while (validOp !. ll{ 
coue « "Would you like t o pric:e:\n{a) Asian,\n{bl Barrier or\n(c) Lookback option? \n"; 
cin»abc; 
if (abc 1- 'a' && abc t .. 'b' && abc !. 'e'l{ 
}else{ 
cout « "please choose any of cha r acters a, b or c\n~; 
abc .. '\0'; 
validOp .. 1; 
1* Before simulation a number of flags unique to each type of option need to be set *1 
/* For Asian option the user must set flag PS for whether the option is floating Price or 
floating Strike. This value is passed to the function */ 
char PSi 
bool validPS .. 0; 
1* Secondly, with ba r rier must know whether option is up or Down and in that case is i t in- Out *1 
cha r 00; 
bool val i dUD .. 0; 
1* We also need to check that we have a valid barrier v *1 
double Vi 
int validV; 
/* And finally we need a flag for whether we are pricing a maximal or minimal lookback option */ 
char mM; 
bool validmM • 0; 
switch (abc) { 
case 'a': while (validPS ! .. 1) 
break; 
cout « ft would you like to price (a ) floating strike or (b ) floating price 0 
cin ;>;> PSi 
cou t « "\n~; 
if ( PS jM 'a' && PS j .. 'b'){ 
cout < < "Pleas e enter eithe r character (a ) or (b) \n"; 
}else{ 
validPS '" 1; 
if (PS .... 'b ' ){ 
cout < < "\nEnter strike price K: ". 
cin ;>;> K; 
case ' b': while (validUD j .. I){ 
cout« "Would you like to price a \ n (a) " « 
MDown-andwin, \ n(b ) Down-and wout, \n(c)" < < 
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" Up~and-in or \n(d) Up - and-ouc\ncall option? \n"; 
cin » 00; 
cout <: <: "\n" i 
if (UD != 'a' 6<& UD I .. 'b' && UD ! .. 'c' && UD j .. 'd'l{ 
coue <: < "Enter a, b, c or d\n"; 
}else{ 
validUD .. 1; 
cout « "\nEnter strike price K: "; 
ein ::')0 K; 
if (00 •• 'a' II 00·· 'b'J{ 
while (validV != 11{ 
}else{ 
break; 
cout < < "Please enter a barrier value v: ". 
cin » Vi 
if (v>.S) { 
cout <: <: "v MUST be less than initial stock price!"; 
}else{ 
validV _I; 
}I/ifelse 
} I/while 
while (validV 1- I){ 
cout < < "Please enter a barrier value v: \n"; 
cin » v; 
if (v<",K) { 
coue <: <: "v MUST be greater than the strike price K!"; 
}else{ 
validV >=1; 
} Ilifeise 
) Ilwhile 
case 'c': while (validmM !_ 1) ( 
cout « "Would you like to price (a) a maximum" « 
• lookback option or (bl a minimum lookback option? 
cin :>)0 111M; 
cout « "\n"; 
if (mM != 'a' && mM ! .. 'b')( 
cout « ·You must pick (a) or (b)\nn; 
}else{ 
validmM • 1; 
if (mM =" 'a'l { 
cout < < "\nEnter strike price K: ". 
cin » K; 
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break; 
default: break; 
) // switch 
1* The user has a choice of three variance reduction techniques: 
1 ) Control variates 
2) If he/she has chosen to price up/down-and-in option then conditional expectation offered 
3) A third option is that of antithetic variables which is available for all options */ 
j* The variance Reduction of control variates is offered and set at this stage *1 
char varRedl ~ '\0'; 
bool validVRl-O; 
j . If we are indeed going to be using control variates we are going to need a few extra variables 
to be declared and set wi 
double bS .. blackScholes(S, (double)t/N,S,sigma,r): II price of an at -the - money Black Scholes 
double sumBSPayoffs ~ 0 . 0; 
double BSPayoff; 
/ * Option of using control variates as means of reducing variance and increasing price efficiency, 
in some cases use of variance reduction techniques can be costly in terms of simulation time ./ 
while (validVRl !-1) 
cout « "\nWould you like to employ the control variate variance reduction method (Enter 'y' or 'n 
cin ,.,. varRedl; 
cout « "\n": 
if {varRedl !: 'y' && varRedl ! = 'n' l{ 
cout < < "Please enter either the character (y) or (n) \n": 
}else{ 
validVRl '" 1: 
char varRedAlt - '\0'; 
bool validVRA_O; 
while (validVRA != l){ 
cout < <: "\nAntithetic variables for variance reduction? Note this method 11 <: <: 
nmay be used on any option: "; 
cin ,.,. varRedAlt; 
cout < <: '\n'; 
if (varRedAlt !~ 'y' && varRedAlt != 'n'){ 
cout « "Please enter either the character 'y' or 'n' \n": 
}else{ 
validVRA .. 1; 
char varRed2 a 'n'; 
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bool validVR2_0; 
/ * NB: in some cases use of variance reduction techniques is costly in terms of simulation time. *1 
if (UD •• 'a' II un =: 'e'l{ 
whil e (validVR2 ! ~ 1)( 
if (UD.:,. 'a' I I un a: 'e')! 
cout « "\nEmploy conditional expectation variance reduction (Enter 'y' or 'n')? n; 
eln :. > v arRed2; 
cout < < -\n"; 
if (varRed2 ! .. 'y' && varRed2 !_ 'n') ( 
cout < < "Please enter either the characte r (y) or (n) \n"; 
}else{ 
validVR2 = 1; 
double · payoff = new double (noSims), II payoffs of ALL runs, used in control variance reduction 
*run~ayoff = new double(2), II payoff from single simulation run 
-temp - new double[2}; /1 temporary placeholder for payoff given antithetic stockprices 
if{varRedAlt _. 'y'l{ 
j* As saon as we know that antithetic variables are going to be used we can build the sequence 
of negatively correlated normal variables */ 
double anti = 2*(r - pow(s igma ,2)/2)/N; 
for(int r. 0; r < numSims; r++l{ 
antiNorms[r] = anti - normals[rJ; 
for(int i - O;i<noSimsii++l ( 
/ * Initialise the first entry of our array of lognormal stock prices */ 
stockPrices[o] _ s*exp(normals[i *t]1 ; 
if(varRedAlt == 'y' ){ 
antiStockPrices[ O] • S*exp(antiNorms[i *t]1 ; 
/ * We build our sequence of prices * / 
for (int x= l ; x<t; x++l{ 
stockPrices (x l - stockPrices [x - l]*exp{normalsti*t + xl); 
i f (varRedAlt -- 'y'J{ 
antiStockPrices (x] - antiStockPri ces [x-I] *exp(antiNorms [i*t + x]): 
/* User should have selected which type of exotic option they want to price */ 
switch (abc) ( 
case 'a'; runPayoff(O] • asiaCall{stockPrices,t,K,r,PS); 
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if (varRedAlt . - 'y'l( 
templa] ~ asiaCall{anciStockPrices,t,K,r,PS); 
r unPayoff[OI = (temp[O] + runPayoff(O])/2; 
if (varRedl • • • y' ) ( 
sumBSPayoffs +~ callPayoff(stockPri ces [t-ll ,5 ) ; 
payoff!iJ .. runpayoff[O]; 
sumPayoffs . _ payoff!i]; 
break: 
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case 'b': runPayoff • barrier (stockPrices , t,K,sigma,r,S,v,UD,varRed2); 
if (varRedAlt ... 'y' II varRed2 == 'y') { 
if (varRedAlt == 'y'l{ 
temp .. barr ier (ant i StockPrices , t,K,sigma,r,S,v,UD,varRed2); 
run Payoff [0] .. ( temp[o] + runPayoff[Oi 1/2; 
run Payoff[ll '" ( temp!l ) + runPayoff[l] 1/2; 
if (varRed2 c. 'y'l{ 
payoff (i) ~ runpayoff(l]; 
}else { 
payoff!i1 z runpayoff[O ] ; 
}else{ 
payoff [i) r unpayoff (II; 
}else{ 
payoff [i ) 2 runPayoff(O]; 
if (va rRedl •• 'y' ){ 
sumBSPayoffs += callPayoff{stockPrices [t-l) ,5 ) ; 
BumPayoffs ~ . payoff[il; 
break; 
case 'e': runPayoff [O! - lookback{stockPrices,t,K,r,mM); 
if (varRedAlt -= 'y'){ 
Default : 
temp (O) .. lookback(antiStockPrices , t ,K,r , mM); 
r unPayoff(O) = (temp[O ] + runPayoff[ O])/2, 
if (varRedl . .. 'y') { 
sumBSPayoffs += cal l Payoff (stockPrices(t-l ] ,S ) ; 
payoff [i) _ runpayoff[O]; 
sumPayoffs +_ payoff[i ] ; 
break; 
cout <; <; "Error! Se l ec t (a ) , ( b ) or (c )" ; 
system (n EXI TM) ; 
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break; 
}//switch 
lilfor 
price [0] : sumPayoffs/noSims; 
1* If the user has chosen to use control variate reduction the following will be needed */ 
BSpayoff • exp (-r* t!Nl*sumBSPayoffs/noSims; 
if (varRedl =_ 'y') ( 
price (0) + (bS - BSpayoff); 
price(l] = variance (payoff, noSims) ; 
delete [] normals; 
delete [] stockPrices; 
/*Finally, return Monte Carlo simulated price of option along with the variance of the simulation*/ 
return price; 
}//exotic 
#include ~cstdlib> 
#include <iostream> 
#include <math.h> 
using names pace std; 
#include "stdNorrn . h" 
#define N 252 
/* Punction which returns the Monte Carlo simulated price of an exotic asian Opt i on 
whose payoff is either: 
1) difference between the average of all prices leading up to 
the expiry date and a strike price K - > (mean(St) - K)+ or, 
2) difference between terminal price ST and the average of all 
prices leading up to the expiry date -> (ST - mean(StJ)+ 
It also returns the sum of the stock prices of the run for use later if one opts to 
incorporace control variates as well */ 
double asiaCall(double *atock, int t, double K, double r, char PS1{ 
double payoff.:O; 
double sum=O, arithAvg=O, ST; 
/ * When dealing with an Asian call option the relevant prices are the end of day ones */ 
for (int x= Q ; x < t ; x+~ ){ 
sum += stock [xl ; 
}llfor 
/* This represents the sequences termina l price */ 
ST ~ stock(t-ll; 
I*Arithmetic average of stock prices */ 
arithAvg = sum/t; 
if (PS == 'b' && arithAvg > Kl { II floating price Asian call option 
payoff = exp(-r*t/Nl*(arithAvg - K); 
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if (PS ._ 'a' && ST > arithAvg){ 1/ floating strike Asian call option 
payoff ~ exp(-r*t /N)*(ST - arithAvg) ; 
return payoff; 
} / /asiaCall 
#include <cstdlib> 
#include <ioatream> 
#inc l ude <math .h> 
using namespace std; 
#include "stdNorm . h" 
#include "blackScholes . h" 
#def ine N 252 
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/ * Function which retu r ns Monte Carlo price of barrier options whose payoff is same as a 
Euro call option conditional on whe re barrier v is breached or not. Should be noted that variance 
reduction technique used does indeed reduce variance but does not reap added intended benefit of reduced 
total number of normal random variables generated because we generate entire sequence 
regardless of option type beforehand */ 
double *barrier(double *s tock, int t, double K, double sigma, double r, double 5 , double v, char UD, 
char va rRed) ( 
double *payoff • new double(2 ); 
/ + Default value is -1 for payoff [I} to indicate that variance reduction was not selected *1 
payoff [1) - - 1; 
I *Default value for ou r non - var i ance reduced payoff is nought */ 
payoff (0) .. 0; 
1* For this variance reduction we need f lag T to keep track of where exactly option breaches 
barrier to become alive *1 
int T ,. 0; 
1* 'I' below acts as an indicator eo let us know if the barrier has been breached * 1 
int I, 
if(UD ... ' a' !! UD:= ' e'){ I. a;} e lse { I .. Ii} II Options begin dead or alive 
if IUD •• '.' II UD·· 'b'J I 
1* We c heck to see if the barrier v is breached. 
If user has selected (al then the option 'comes to life' 
otherwise it f aces death *1 
for (inc xsO ; x < t ; x-t-t) { 
T-t-t; 
if (stock(x) <vII 
I = (int)pow (I-l,2); 
break; 
)//if 
}lIfor 
}else{ 
1* We check to see if the barrier v is breached. 
,-
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If user has selected (e) then the option 'comes to life' 
otherwise it faces death *1 
for (int x. a ; x c t ; x++) ( 
T •• ; 
if fst.ock[x] >v){ 
I . fint.)pow{I-l,21; 
break: 
}llif 
}/lfor 
}I/ifelse 
if (varRed _. 'y'){ 
payoff(l] _ I*blackScholea(stock[T-l], 
(double) (t - Tl!N, K, sigma, r) i 
if (acack[e-l] :> Xl{ 
payoff ( 0 ] .. exp(-r*t!N) * l * (stock[t-l] - Kl; 
return payoff: 
} / /barrier 
#include <cstdlib> 
#include <iostream> 
ninclude cmath.h> 
using names pace scd; 
#include "stciNorm.h" 
#define N 252 
I *Function which returns t he Monte Carlo simula ted price of a lookback 
option whose payoff is 
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l)Difference between the maximum end -oE-day price and a strike price K -> (max(St) - xl. or. 
2)Differcnce between stocks closing day pr ice and minimum end-of-day price -, (ST - min (St» + *1 
double lookback(double *stock, int t, double K, double r, char mM){ 
double payoff .. 0, ST; 
double max .. stock[O); 
double min = stock[O); 
switch (mM) { 
case 'a' ; for (int x. 0; x < t; x++){ II Maximal lookback option 
if (s tock [xl > max) { 
max. stock [x] ; 
if (max> K) ( 
payoff. exp( - r *t/N) * (max - K); 
}llif 
b r eak; 
case 'b'; for (int x . 0; x < t; x++l{ II Minimal lookback option 
if(stock[xI < min) { 
min .. stock[x); 
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j + The following is the stock s terminal price -/ 
ST • stock [t-ll ; 
if (ST > min) ( 
payoff. exp{ - r * c/N) * (ST - min); 
} I lif 
break; 
default : b r eak; 
} I/swicch 
ret.urn payoff; 
}I/lookback 
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